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Eight years ago, the School of Dentistry began an ambitious effort to raise funds to support students, 
faculty and programs as part of the University of Washington’s campus-wide fund-raising effort, called 
Campaign UW: Creating Futures. Today I am proud to recognize the generous contributions of so many of 
you—literally thousands of alumni, faculty, staff, dental associations, and other friends of the School—who 
have stepped forward to help us. In fact, we have exceeded our initial goal, receiving donations and grants 
totaling more than 22 million dollars.

These funds are critically needed to ensure the continued quality of our world-class programs here at the 
SOD. They represent a substantial investment in not only the future of the School but in the oral health of 
millions of Northwesterners who depend on us to provide a steady stream of first-class practitioners like you. 

In this issue you will see how your generosity has already made a difference, creating new connections, 
synergies, and opportunities for the School.

One example is the Lloyd and Kay Chapman Chair for Oral Health. Established in 2002, the Chapman 
endowment provided a lasting legacy for the School to recruit and retain distinguished faculty. The first 
appointment of the prestigious Chapman Chair was Dr. Joel Berg, incoming Chair for the 
Department of Pediatric Dentistry. His work enabled the School to make new connections 
through an innovative joint effort between the SOD’s Pediatric Department and Seattle 
Children’s hospital to create the Early Childhood Oral Health Clinic at Magnuson 
Park (see story on page 8). The collaboration with Seattle Children’s, in turn, has 
inspired a major commitment from Washington Dental Service and Washington 
Dental Service Foundation to support the ren ovation of the building.

So here we see synergy in action, one gift catalyzing another and creating opportunities 
for growth and innovation. A large part of this issue is dedicated to celebrating stories 
like these—and demonstrating the impact of your investment in our School during the 
Creating Futures Campaign. Although we couldn’t possibly mention every contributor 
or gift, allow me to convey, right now, my deepest gratitude to each and every one of 
you—the extraordinary people inside and outside our walls—who understand that this 
School—OUR School—is a joint enterprise—and that you all play an important 
role in its achievements, its many innovations, its stature and its future.

Martha J. Somerman,  
Dean

Message from the Dean
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The 38th Annual 

Ernest M. Jones Memorial Lectureship

 Dr. James Steiner and Dr. Mark Murphy at the luncheon 

The ernest m. Jones memorial lectureship has developed into an 

event that our alumni look forward to each year. it is an opportunity to 

see classmates and friends and enjoy top national speakers. This year 

the program was held on friday, march 28, 2008. seven hundred and 

fifty gathered at meany hall to hear Dr. mark T. murphy of the Pankey 

institute deliver a lecture about “four-Dimensional Dentistry: a Team 

Development Program.” This powerful program explored clinical skills 

that are common to the best dentists, created a vision for a preferred 

future, discussed the concepts of personal and professional financial 

freedom and independence, and looked at how time makes life a 

journey and not a destination. 

Dr. Dexter Barnes (’69) chaired the event again this year and Dr. 

mike Johnson (’82), President of the UW Dental alumni association, 

conducted the association business meeting during the luncheon at 

nearby By-george eatery. at the luncheon, the officers for 2008-2010 

were elected. Two by-law changes were approved. The officers will 

now serve two-year terms. The Director of Dental alumni, currently 

randy newquist, will be the permanent secretary of the association.

the next ernest m. Jones memorial lectureship will be held  

on friday, march 27, 2009. Dr. John Kois will be the speaker. 

please mark your calendars! registration information will be 

available soon.

 Dr. Dexter Barnes (’69),  lectureship chair: Dr. Mark Murphy, speaker; Dr. Mike Johnson (’82), UWDAA President  •  Attendees arrive for lecture.

Large crowd gathers at Meany Hall
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CAMPAiGN UW: 2000 -  2008

i can’t express how appreciative i am to each of you who helped make 

this the most successful campaign in the history of the UW school of 

Dentistry. The UW Dental alumni association just completed our class 

challenge campaign. our goal was to raise $2 million for the UW 

school of Dentistry and we ended up raising $2.9 million. This would 

not have been possible without the help of alumni in all classes.

i want to thank Dr. mike Johnson for his leadership as our president 

the past two years during a critical part of this campaign and also all 

of our class representatives who were so vital in encouraging their 

classmates to participate. i also want to thank Dr. Dave minahan for 

being the chair of our dental alumni fundraising campaign. all of us 

were a team and together we scored the winning touchdown. as your 

new president, i look forward to the opportunity to serve you and to 

continue the proud tradition that the association has of supporting the 

school of Dentistry.

Below are the top rankings for class participation and dollars raised.

During the campaign, our alumni were able to donate to any fund at 

the school of Dentistry. This allowed so many critical areas to be helped.

one of the priorities for the UW Dental alumni association was to 

create a new Dental Alumni endowed student scholarship fund.  

Thanks to all of you who donated to this fund. you helped us receive 

matching funds from the university.  This permanent fund will nearly 

double the amount of scholarships the Dental alumni association can 

6

President’s Message

DenTal alUmni class challenge camPaign

$ 2.9 Million raised

Your gifts leveraged $500,000  
in matching funds from the UW

President Ed Dolan (’00) pictured with Dental 
Alumni scholarship recipients

Ed Dolan ’00
what generosity from our dental alumni!
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award each year to dental students in need – over $50,000 a year. 

The average debt of a dental student at the University of Washington 

is $130,000 when they graduate. This scholarship fund helps reduce 

that debt.

another fund that was created during the class challenge campaign 

was the Class of 1951 legacy student scholarship fund. This 

fund was created with a generous donation from ms. alberta y. Tefft 

(widow of Dr. Wesley Tefft) and Dr. sam anderson. The class of 1951 

has been known over the years for its leadership and this endowment 

helped create a legacy that will benefit the school and students 

forever. it is an example to other classes of what a class can do to give 

back to the school. This fund creates additional scholarship dollars for 

our dental students in need.

The list goes on and on as to how this campaign has and will 

continue to help the UW school of Dentistry in the future. i thank 

each of you for your generosity.  Please feel free to contact me 

if i can be of assistance to you. i can be reached at dentalum@u.

washington.edu. Thank you for your support!

ed Dolan, (’00)

This permanent fund will nearly double the amount of scholarships 

the Dental alumni association can award each year to dental 

students in need – over $50,000 a year. 
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DenTal alUmni class challenge camPaign

Top 5 Dental Classes in Dollars Raised

over $800,000 in gifts to the school

Top classes:

1980 • 1992 • 1981 • 1979 • 1976

Dr. Dave Minahan (‘75), Dental Alumni Fundraising Chair,  
talks to dental students at Mentor Reception
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$5 Million Gift Boosts Access  
to Early Childhood Oral Health Care 

the old naval air station traffic control tower at magnuson park will become the new 

Washington Dental service Building for early Childhood oral Health.
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at the UW school of Dentistry, one man’s vision and a transforma-

tional gift have catalyzed a unique collaboration between two health 

care institutions that will significantly improve the unmet oral health 

needs of thousands of young children in the region for years to come. 

The early childhood oral health (ecoh) program’s primary goal 

is both lofty and exciting. “at its heart, ecoh is an investment 

to fundamentally have prevention of dental disease as the real 

standard of care for children,” says Jim Dwyer, President and ceo 

of Washington Dental service.  it was a lead gift of $5 million from 

the Washington Dental service and the Washington Dental service 

foundation—the largest gift in the school’s history—that provided 

the impetus to make Joel Berg’s vision a reality.

Dr. Berg, chair of the Department of Pediatric Dentistry and Dental 

Director at seattle children’s hospital, first saw the potential for 

aligning University assets to create a powerful program around early 

childhood oral health when he observed that the UW had more 

than 20 concurrent research studies in early childhood oral health 

under way.  This was more than anywhere else in the U.s., and 

yet, paradoxically, few of these studies were conducted within the 

Department of Pediatric Dentistry, and some not even within the 

school of Dentistry, and consequently many of the findings were 

not published in professional dental journals. With access to such a 

broad array of experts in early childhood oral health, Berg envisioned 

a research hub through which these inter-disciplinary studies could 

be organized and lend synergy to one another. he also realized that 

these assets, combined with a state-of-the-art pediatric dental clinic 

and teaching facility would create an unparalleled opportunity to 

serve the community and advance research and training in early 

childhood oral health nationally and worldwide.  

Dr. Berg’s enthusiasm for a major early childhood oral health center 

in seattle soon led to an invitation for seattle children’s hospital 

to create a new alliance with the school of Dentistry. children’s 

and the UW have long collaborated in many fields, but this new 

partnership will have deeper significance for the region’s oral health. 

By marshaling their forces, both groups will link and expand their 

pediatric dental treatment facilities under a single roof. 

Building the new facility was the linchpin to catalyze both 

the collaboration with seattle children’s and the larger ecoh 

program. Washington Dental service and Washington Dental 

service foundation understood the tremendous impact that this 

collaboration could have in children’s lives and stepped forward 

to partner with the UW and seattle children’s in this major new 

venture. “There is no disease as widespread as childhood cavities, 

and the shame is they are nearly preventable with regular dental 

care,” said Washington Dental service ceo Jim Dwyer. “Washington 

Dental service is committed to being part of the solution. We believe 

every child should have a chance to learn, play and grow up in  

good health.” 

With key funding in place, plans for renovation of a University-

owned building in magnuson Park are underway, and the new 

facility, to be called the Washington Dental service Building for early 

childhood oral health is expected to open in 2010. The new one-

of-a-kind facility, incorporating a state-of-the-art clinic, along with 

additional space for administrative and research functions, will not 

only treat a diverse population of children, but will provide a hub for 

interdisciplinary research in early childhood oral health and also serve 

as the school’s primary pediatric training center for dental students 

and medical residents. 

With an initial capacity of 30,000 patient visits a year, the new clinic 

will allow the school and children’s to treat more healthy children 

and those with special needs than they can now, and will include 

operatories to handle outpatient oral surgery requiring anesthesia, 

which the school cannot currently perform. 

The american academy of pediatrics identified early childhood dental 
health in their top three children’s healthcare issues for 2008.
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“ There is no disease as widespread as childhood cavities,  
and the shame is they are nearly preventable with regular dental care.”

 Jim Dwyer, ceO Of The washingTOn DenTal service
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an estimated 4,000 at-risk children under the age of 3 in our 

community are in need of comprehensive oral treatment under 

general anesthesia, and the backlog for young patients requiring 

care under oral and iv sedation is significantly higher. “We are most 

excited about making a difference in the community, providing 

important access to care for the neediest children, those with special 

needs and who often require extensive dental services,” explains  

Dr. Joel Berg.

The clinic’s primary focus will be on serving the needs of the youngest 

age cohort of at-risk children, 0-5, to prevent disease and treat 

patients at the onset of significant caries damage. These very young 

children, many of whom already suffer from advanced caries, are 

challenging for general dentists in either private or clinic settings 

to treat. The clinic will enable this special population to be under 

the care of pediatric dentists, who are qualified and experienced in 

medical protocols and behavior management techniques required to 

appropriately treat young patients.

There’s a growing focus on treating children at an earlier age to 

reduce the impact of caries, the most common and perhaps most 

preventable childhood disease. Data highlighting the nature of the 

problem are both familiar and sobering: 60 percent of Washington 

state elementary school children have caries, which is higher than the 

national average; 20 percent have caries in seven or more teeth; only 

a third of children under five visit a dentist.

another focus of the ecoh program, therefore, will be to educate 

parents and health-care providers about the importance of children 

receiving professional oral care at an early age — by one at the latest. 

This will be accomplished through community outreach, and by 

creating simple ways for pediatricians to evaluate the oral health of 

young children during routine well-baby exams, and to refer them to 

the ecoh clinic if they’re at risk for developing caries.

“Preventing dental disease for young children is vital for healthy 

communities,” says laura smith, President and ceo of the 

Washington Dental service foundation. “early intervention is key to 

ensuring that children have good oral health throughout life.”  

Pediatric medical referrals constitute the current caseload of the UW’s 

Pediatric Dentistry clinic. Without adequate facilities to meet current 

demand, the school has not sought to increase referrals or market 

the clinic. however, with some 200 pediatricians in the UW medicine 

system alone, the opportunity for the new clinic to actively seek 

referrals for at-risk infants and young children will open a new and 

important conduit to access for low-income families.  

10

Mr. Jim Dwyer, Ms. Laura Smith, Dr. Joel Berg, Dean Martha Somerman
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ECOH
research will be another primary focus of ecoh. The partnership 

between seattle children’s hospital and the UW will bring together 

some of the world’s leading experts in early childhood oral health.  

The opportunity to utilize a multidisciplinary approach for such areas 

as therapeutic interventions, access to care, and caries detection 

methods is really unparalleled in the United states and it is hoped 

that within a few years, the facility will be internationally recognized 

as a center of new and effective ideas, methods, and technologies to 

combat early childhood oral disease.

importantly, the new facility will also allow the Department of 

Pediatric Dentistry to satisfy its core mission: educating dental 

students and residents, using state-of-the-art equipment and 

techniques. in addition, school faculty will be able to engage in 

private practice at the clinic, which will help in the recruiting and 

retaining of high-quality instructors.

“This venture will ensure our region’s children receive the highest 

quality oral health care at an early age, when disease can be 

prevented,” says Dr. Berg, Director of ecoh. “The program will bring 

nationally-recognized oral health care and medical professionals 

together to directly impact healthcare delivery models, research, and 

education.”

ecoh will make a tremendous contribution to improving the oral 

health—and overall health--of thousands of local children, particularly 

those with special needs. and through community outreach and the 

superior training of dentists and residents, the program’s influence 

will extend far beyond the walls of the new facility, igniting a 

chain reaction of its own. at that time ecoh’s extraordinary multi-

disciplinary, multi-dimensional approach may have its ultimate goal 

within range: to win the war against early childhood oral disease.

“ early intervention is key to ensuring that children have good oral health throughout life.”

 laura smiTh, presiDenT anD ceO Of The washingTOn DenTal service fOunDaTiOn

11
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Dental educators from across the nation gathered at the University of 

Washington school of Dentistry in late June to take part in a unique, 

collaborative learning experience: a five-day clinical course for dental 

school faculty to learn the latest techniques in restoring teeth with 

cast gold restorations, with each participant taking a turn at casting a 

gold restoration themselves.

The idea formed out of a partnership between the UW school 

of Dentistry and UW alumnus Dr. richard Tucker, internationally 

recognized for his work in restorative gold dentistry and founder of The 

academy of richard v. Tucker cast gold study clubs, formed in seattle 

in 1986. This year’s course was limited to fifty participants from dentals 

schools in the U.s. and canada. Dental faculty from seventeen U.s. 

schools and four canadian schools participated, as well as faculty from 

the naval Postgraduate Dental school in Bethesda, maryland.

While the UW school of Dentistry has supported the course for the 

past 14 years, this marks the first year that the school’s Department of 

restorative Dentistry cosponsored the course with the Tucker academy.

mentored by members of local Tucker academy study clubs, faculty 

participants paired up with a partner to prepare and place at least 

two gold castings, fabricating the castings with the assistance 

of expert laboratory technicians and dentists. of the 17 mentors 

participating in this year’s course, 15 were UW school of Dentistry 

graduates. in addition, two UW school of Dentistry faculty and 

several UW prosthodontic graduate students attended.

Uw and Tucker Institute 

A Golden Learning Moment for Dental Faculty

The goal is to foster excellence in restorative dentistry through a 

unique approach to dental learning, which features discipline and 

perfection in operating procedures. Participants learn techniques 

that have been refined to provide aesthetic and permanent dental 

restorations with a minimum loss of tooth structure.

“This was a huge effort in time and energy for all on the ‘Tucker 

Team, and i’m sure it also was an incredibly rewarding experience,” 

said Dean martha somerman. “The dentists participating in this 

course were fortunate to have such talented and skilled dentists and 

educators provide the guidance for them and for the patients who 

received these superb restorations.”

Dr. sacha Dybnis of the Department of restorative Dentistry at Ucla 

school of Dentistry said he was “very impressed with the vision of the 

course,” adding that going forward “my dentistry will be different. 

There is no way to pay back what i have learned,” Dybnis said. 

The UW school of Dentistry and the Tucker academy worked 

together to design this year’s course and the school donated $7,000 

along with the needed clinical space. Dr. Dennis miya, Director of 

the Tucker academy, was instrumental in developing the course, 

working with 19 instructors from two Tucker academy study clubs in 

seattle during the past year and soliciting the help of ten laboratory 

technicians to make the course a reality.

The Tucker academy paid the $3000 tuition fee for the week, 

allowing participants to instead pay a far more affordable course 

fee of $250. Patients were provided and all lab fees, including gold 

costs, were covered by the course fee. 

Dr. richard Tucker expressed his appreciation  to the 19 study club 

instructors “for donation of their week away from the office, and to 

all who provided more than 100 patients for the practical ‘hands-on’ 

course, probably the largest such course ever held.”

“ four of my family members have graduated from the uw 
school of Dentistry, and i feel grateful to the many teachers 
who made it possible. we must realize that dental education 
belongs in the dental school. The enthusiasm of those who 
took our course will hopefully expose their students to our 
techniques and procedures throughout the u.s. and canada.”

 Dr. richarD Tucker
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Faculty News
Dr. nestor Cohenca, Department of endodontics, was appointed 

to the editorial board of the Dental Traumatology Journal, a first 

for our school. The journal, established in 1985, is highly regarded 

within the specialties of endodontics, pediatric dentistry, and oral 

surgery, covering most of the literature related to dental and oro-

facial trauma. Dr. cohenca will review scientific papers, help set 

policies, and be involved with the international association of Dental 

Traumatology (iaDT) executive committee.

Dr. richard Darveau has agreed to serve as the acting chairman 

of the Department of Periodontics, effective June 16, 2008. in more 

than 25 years as a researcher and educator, Dr. Darveau has served in 

various leadership roles, nationally and internationally, has published 

over 90 journal manuscripts, and received five patents. Dr. Darveau’s 

career began in biomedical research and focused on host/microbial 

interactions in the periodontium. in 1997, he accepted a position at 

the UW school of Dentistry as a research associate professor in the 

departments of Periodontics and oral Biology, and was promoted to 

professor in 2004.  

Dr. mariella garcia joined the Department of Pediatric Dentistry as 

acting assistant Professor in march. a native of lima, Peru, Dr. garcia 

received her DDs from the Universidad Peruana cayetano heredia 

school of Dentistry. she received a certificate in Pediatric Dentistry 

in 2007 from the University of connecticut health center, school of 

Dental medicine. Dr. garcia will be mentoring residents in our clinic 

and at seattle children’s hospital and regional medical center, and 

assisting in departmental research.

Dr. peter milgrom, Department of Dental public Health 

sciences, was awarded an honorary Doctorate from the University 

of Bergen in august. Dr. milgrom, Director of the northwest/alaska 

center to reduce oral health Disparities, was honored for his “…

contribution in developing the academic environment in the fields 

of social and behavioral dentistry, with particular stress on patients 

suffering from dental fear…” 

Dr. Douglas ramsay, chair of the Department of Dental Public 

health sciences, has been accepted as a fellow of the 2008-09 

american Dental education association (aDea) leadership institute.  

he will join twenty-one other dental educators, who are also 

enrolled in aDea’s ninth class of leadership institute. Dr. ramsay’s 

participation represents the first time a faculty member from the 

University of Washington has attended the institute. 

more than 650 members and guests attended the 57th annual 

meeting of the american academy of fixed Prosthodontics, which 

was held in chicago in february. Dr. e. ricardo schwedhelm was 

the scientific co-chair. Department of restorative Dentistry chair, 

Dr. John Wataha, spoke on the topic of “alloys versus ceramics: 

a challenging Dental Dichotomy.” Dr. Keith phillips served as an 

alternate speaker. Dr. Ariel raigrodski has accepted an invitation to 

serve as the scientific chair in 2011. 

Dr. eileen Watson, faculty member in the Departments of oral 

Biology and Pharmacology, has recently completed three years of 

a five-year term of service to the american Dental association’s 

(aDa) Pharmacology Test construction committee. only one other 

pharmacology faculty member has served on this committee within 

the last twenty years. The committee is charged with writing fair 

and reasonable questions for the pharmacology section of the 

dental boards.

The first iaDr aubrey sheiham award for Distinguished research in 

Dental Public health sciences was given to Drs. linda leresche, 

lloyd mancl, mark Drangsholt, greg Huang, and michael von 

Korff, for a paper they authored entitled, “Predictors of onset of 

facial Pain and Temporomandibular Disorders in early adolescence.” 

it was published in the journal Pain (2007, 129, p. 269-278).

The iaDr’s giddon award for Distinguished research in the Behavioral 

sciences was given to Drs. susan Coldwell, frank Wilhelm, peter 

milgrom, Chris prall, tracy getz, Agnes spadafora, i-yu Chiu, 

Brian leroux and Doug ramsay (all are faculty or staff at the 

school of Dentistry), for a paper entitled, “combining alprazolam 

with systemic Desensitizati on Therapy for Dental injection Phobia,” 

which appeared in the Journal of Anxiety Disorders (2007, 21, p. 

871-877). The award recognizes a single research paper published in 

the fields of social or cultural anthropology, education, psychology, 

psychiatry, sociology, or social work applied to dentistry.  

evidence-Based Dentistry and systematic reviews for faculty

During spring quarter, Dean somerman, and more than twenty 

members of our faculty, joined about 10 postdoctoral fellows for a 

new course titled, “evidence-Based Dentistry and systematic reviews 

for faculty,” for which Dr. mark Drangsholt was course Director.  

The impetus for this relatively new offering was a nih-funded grant 

written by Dr. linda leresche.  
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“i’ll miss my friends and colleagues, but i’ll always smile when i reflect 
on all that we accomplished as a team. we were a lot of people working 
together with the same dream.”

 DOuglass JacksOn  

14

through his teaching, research and patient care responsibilities he had 

adjunct appointments in oral Biology, Pediatric Dentistry and Dental 

Public health sciences. nationally, he has been recognized as the 

Director of our school’s Pipeline, Profession & Practice: community-

Based Dental education Program and as the co-Primary investigator 

for the summer medical/Dental education Program (smDeP). 

 

Dr. Douglass Jackson
asked to describe why he’s so fond of the sport of curling, Dr. Douglass 

Jackson doesn’t talk first about its strategy, physical demands, or even 

the mental challenges. “one of the things i really like the most,” he 

says, “is that it brings different people together from all walks of life 

and experiences to work as a team with a shared objective.”

This penchant for people and teamwork are but two of the qualities 

that have made Jackson such an asset at the soD during his twelve 

years here. it’s also part of the reason why he was recruited by 

children’s hospital & regional medical center to be the chief of its 

new center for Diversity and health equity, a position he assumed in 

July of this year.

Jackson says the new job will be a big switch from his duties at the 

school, which focused on increasing the diversity of the oral health-

care work force as one of many best practices for reducing oral health 

disparities. “it was an amazing and fun twelve years,” he says. “i’ll 

miss my friends and colleagues, but i’ll always smile when i reflect on 

all that we accomplished as a team. We were a lot of people working 

together with the same dream.”

Jackson’s colleagues and many friends at the soD will also miss 

him. Jackson served the school in a number of capacities, including 

associate Dean for educational Partnerships & Diversity, and he 

was the first holder of the Delta Dental/Washington Dental service 

endowed Professorship for educational Partnerships. his primary 

academic appointment was in the Department of oral medicine, but 

faculty Transitions
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in addition to her support of the school as a faculty member, Dr. Barriga 

was instrumental in helping the law/lewis endowed lectureship 

develop into a respected and well attended annual event since it 

was created in 1992. Directed toward the family dentist, this annual 

lectureship promoted continuing education of all individuals who were 

involved with the oral health care of children and young adults.

since retirement, Dr. Barriga has kept herself busy being a docent 

guide at the seattle art museum for school groups. she also has been 

active in the UW retirement association and now has the time to 

carry out a desire to play the violin. she practices a minimum of one 

hour a day on the violin. she has always wanted to learn to play the 

violin from her father. he enjoyed playing the violin and gave to her 

the violin she now practices with.  

Dr. Barriga will be missed for the passion she has for dentistry and  

all aspects of her life.

“she was the classic model of a practitioner and clinician who 
gives back to clinical education in a real big way.”

 Dr. peTer DOmOTO, reTireD chair, DeparTmenT Of peDiaTric DenTisTry

Dr. Bertha Barriga
Dr. Bertha Barriga, a part-time associate professor in the school 

of Dentistry who recently retired, was a well-loved and effective 

pediatric dentist, according to Dr. Peter Domoto, a longtime friend 

and a retired chair of the UW’s Pediatric Dentistry Department.

“she was always able to relate to people in a very friendly and 

respectful way,” he remembers. “all the children she treated loved 

her and would remember her over the years. she was very warm-

hearted.” Born and raised in Bolivia, Dr. Barriga “never made a 

big deal about coming from a different culture”, Dr. Domoto says. 

most of the students she taught over her 42-year career related 

“fabulously” to her.

When she moved to the U.s. in the early 60s, she learned that the 

five years of dental school she had completed in la Paz did not 

qualify her to practice in this country. she had to go through dental 

school a second time, this time at the University of oregon, where 

she was admitted as a second-year student. she was the only 

female in her class.

Upon graduating in 1966, Dr. Barriga began a thriving private 

practice in pediatric dentistry in seattle, working three or four days 

a week in her clinic, while teaching at the school of Dentistry one 

day a week. she went on to earn an msD in Pediatric Dentistry 

from the UW in 1971. “she was the classic model of a practitioner 

and clinician who gives back to clinical education in a real big 

way,” Dr. Domoto said. Dr. Barriga  served on the UW school of 

Dentistry admissions committee for nine years also.
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Besides his clinical research talents, Dr. Worthington was known as 

a caring and compassionate teacher. says Dr. richard crinzi, an oral 

surgeon who lives in redmond, Washington, and a former student of 

Dr. Worthington: “he taught his students technique and he taught us 

about life, and he was a mentor for literally hundreds of excellent oral 

and maxillofacial surgeons. he’s enriched my life both professionally 

and personally.”

one of the ways Dr. Worthington enriched the educational  

experience of his students was to suffuse the department with  

international influences.

“americans have a tendency to think that the way we do things here 

is the best way,” Dr. hohl says. “Philip broadened our horizons and 

made us less provincial by bringing in a number of foreign visitors.  

he spoke fluent german and was a member of the german society 

for oral and maxillofacial surgery. he had lots of international 

contacts. They would do seminars on microsurgical techniques, 

osseointegrated implants, and many other topics.”

“Philip really helped spread our school’s name around the world,” Dr. 

hohl recalls. although the “internationalization” of the department 

may be Dr. Worthington’s most enduring legacy, Dr. hohl says that 

the “greatest thing about him was that he always had a smile on his 

face and a kind word to say.”

 

Dr. Philip Worthington 
Washington Dental Service Foundation  
Distinguished Professor 2008–2011
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Dr. Philip worthington 
The University of Washington school of Dentistry owes a debt of 

gratitude to Dr. Philip Worthington, who retired earlier this year, for 

the more than 30 years of service he gave to the school. as chair of 

the Department of oral and maxillofacial surgery from 1981 to 1998, 

he “helped put the department on the map,” says Dr. Thomas hohl, 

a 1974 graduate of the UW’s oral surgery program and a friend of  

Dr. Worthington.

The University also owes a debt to Dr. hohl, who was instrumental in 

putting seattle on Dr. Worthington’s map.

Dr. Worthington, a British citizen who earned both a medical and dental 

degree from the University of liverpool, in 1956 and 1962, respectively, 

was working in north Wales in 1973 when Dr. hohl decided to do a six-

month residency in oral surgery at the same hospital. Dr. hohl served as 

Dr. Worthington’s registrar, and was so impressed with him that when he 

returned to Washington suggested to Dr. Jim hooley, the chair of the oral 

surgery department, that he consider inviting Dr. Worthington to come 

to the UW as a visiting professor. Dr. hooley did just that.

The year spent as a visiting professor turned into a permanent 

appointment. When Dr. hooley stepped down as chair a few years later, 

it was Dr. Worthington who took his place. That’s when his unique blend 

of surgical, clinical, and administrative talents came to full fruition. 

“a lot of chairs are good administrators but not very good surgeons,” 

Dr. hohl says. “Philip was a great combination of superb clinician and 

surgeon, but also a very good administrator.”

“he was very academic, knew the literature well and had a scientific 

approach to things,” Dr. hohl remembers. “he was no-nonsense. if 

he thought someone was wrong he wasn’t afraid to say so. not in a 

nasty way but in a firm way.”

“he was one of the early pioneers of developing the surgical aspects 

of implants,” says Dr. James Brudvik, a retired director chair of the 

graduate Prosthodontics Program. “it was invented in sweden 

by Professor Branemark and his colleagues, but the University of 

Washington was chosen as one of the first four sites in north america 

to spread the new modality. Dr. Worthington published extensively 

on that. he authored many, many papers. he was a world-class 

performer in the research world.”

in 2003, the contributions from former residents, colleagues, and 

friends were invested to establish the Philip Worthington lectureship. 

Distributions from the fund enable the department to bring 

distinguished scholars from around the world to present on topics 

and new developments in fields that have an impact on the practice 

of oral and maxillofacial surgery.
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Dr. robertson wrote, “Page had for years brought great distinction 

to the university, in general, and to dentistry in particular. he 

held professorial appointments in Pathology within the school of 

medicine, and Periodontics within the school of Dentistry. he had 

earned independent funding from the public and private sectors 

for three decades. he had been elected by peers to the presidency 

of both the american and international associations for Dental 

research. The work of his collaborative group had fundamentally 

influenced the study and the practice of periodontics.”

alongside his voluminous research and part-time private practice, 

Page also found time to teach courses in anatomy, pathology, and 

human biology. students remember him as articulate and well 

organized, with high standards of excellence and high expectations.

at 76, Page is still active in the oral health community. he is one 

of the founders of a company called Previser, which develops and 

markets analytical tools that measure a person’s risk for periodontal 

disease, caries, and oral health. These tools can be used by dentists, 

insurance companies, and other health care providers to determine 

treatment programs. The company is now extending its efforts to 

include risk analysis for heart disease and diabetes.

although Previser projects consume some of his time, right now 

the large garden surrounding his home takes up the lion’s share. 

gardening is one of his life’s great joys, along with opera and ballet. 

he and his wife have rarely missed a performance since opera began 

in seattle since 1962!
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Dr. Roy Page 
2008 International Callahan Memorial  
Award Recipient

Dr. Roy Page  
one of the true superstars in the world of dental research, Dr. roy 

Page retired from the UW school of Dentistry last June. 

The renowned scientist, whose investigations over a 40-year 

career helped define the pathogenesis and clinical management of 

periodontal disease, hasn’t abandoned the laboratory completely, 

however. he is still poised to make contributions in the field of 

oral health, although now he will have the opportunity to balance 

research with the other great joys in his life, gardening and music  

to name a few.

colleagues describe Dr. Page as shy, gentle and intensely private.  

Dr. Paul robertson, former dean of the UWsoD, characterized him  

in a Journal of Dental research article as “a warm and genial host,  

a connoisseur of fine food and wine, a rigorous debater long into  

the evening, and an intellectually fearsome critic.”

Dr. Page earned his DDs degree from the University of maryland 

in 1957, then went on to the University of Washington to receive 

a certificate in Periodontics in 1963 and a Ph.D. in experimental 

Pathology in 1967. in addition to a part-time practice in Periodontics, 

which extended from 1963 to 1998, Dr. Page became an assistant 

Professor of Pathology and Periodontics, with posts in both the 

school of medicine and school of Dentistry. he became a full 

professor in those disciplines in 1974.

research into the origins of periodontal disease was his lifelong 

devotion and passion. “i was fortunate enough to have obtained 

funding from the national institutes of health for three research 

centers, from 1974 to 1998,” he said. “i had the opportunity, which 

was unusual at that time, to have a fairly large amount of money that 

i could use to devise and conduct research programs. We were able 

to attack some of the most pressing problems in dentistry. That was 

great fun. We accomplished a lot and i’m very proud of that.”

Page is quick to point out that he was by no means the only or even 

the main person responsible for the many discoveries his research 

teams made. he considered himself a sort of orchestra conductor 

who knew the “music”  and used that knowledge to guide the 

contributions of each member of the group. his research teams 

were composed of a diverse mix of people from all over the world  

–scientists, residents, post-doctoral fellows, as well as dental, medical, 

and graduate students. he collaborated with many of them to 

produce six textbooks and monographs, along with more than 300 

journal publications and book chapters.
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Dr. Brian Toolson  
Perched on the wall near the entrance of Dean martha somerman’s 

office is the traditional class picture of 2008 graduates, with cameos of 

all 54 graduates. But hold on just a doggone minute! There must be 

some mistake. There were only 52 graduates in the class. Who are the 

“extras”?

They turn out to be two of the most popular and respected professors 

who have ever taught at the UW soD, both of whom retired this year. 

one is Brian Toolson (the other is Brent nash, the subject of another 

article in this issue). The class of 2008 chose to add them to the class 

picture as a way to honor their retirement.

Why were Toolson (and nash) so revered?

“They were clinicians and teachers,” says Dr. James Brudvik, retired 

Director of the UW graduate Prosthodontic Program, “who liked being 

with young people and guiding them along.”

Toolson, who did his undergraduate work at Utah state, earned his 

DDs degree from the University of Washington in 1967, and a msD in 

Prosthodontics in 1977, became an instructor at the UW in 1971, and 

an associate professor in 1980. 

it didn’t take him long to endear himself with students.

he won his first outstanding instructor award in 1974, and went on 

to garner 28 more such awards during his career, sometimes winning 

two in a year (from different classes). in 1987 three different classes 

voted him instructor of the year, an honor he would win six more 

times, including a streak of five years in a row (2001 to 2005). he was 

also selected as the commencement speaker at the hooding ceremony 

on five occasions, and in 2005 was awarded the Bruce r. rothwell 

lifetime achievement in Teaching award.

one of the students Toolson had a sizable impact on was Dr. scott 

andrews (’80). in 2008 andrews and his wife lisa created the Brian 

Toolson endowed scholarship for excellence in removable Prosthodontics. 

it is awarded annually to three students at the end of their second year 

who have demonstrated excellence in removable prosthodontics, the 

discipline to which both men have devoted their careers.

“early on, Dr. Toolson distinguished himself as a dental student 

advocate,” recalls Dr. charles Bolender, retired chair of the Department 

of Prosthodontics. “he developed the special skill of being able to 

put students at ease in his presence, and they flocked to him for his 

guidance and advice.”

one of the ways Toolson got to know his students was by learning 

everything he could about them. “he made an effort to know the 

name of every student in a class within a month,” says Dr. richard 

frank, another retired chair of the department. “i think for a prof to 

learn not only their names, but who their brothers and sisters were, 

where they grew up, that was unique. it was a gift, a conscious effort 

to do that. he did it every year for 35 years. students just naturally 

gravitated to somebody like that and it was easier to teach someone 

who was receptive.”

Toolson found little ways to put his students at ease. Brudvik recalls 

that on written exams Toolson would often insert questions that 

had nothing to do with dentistry, such as “what is the capital of 

mongolia?” This humorous approach would “lighten up the day and 

take the pressure off of them,” Brudvik says.

“he was extremely interested in the human being,” Dr. frank reflects, 

“whether it was a student or a patient, that was his main focus.”
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Drs.Scott Andrews amd Brian Toolson with student and patient
Brian Toolson Endowed Scholarship for Excellence in 
Removable Prosthodontics
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“There were times when students would have really difficult patients, 

really obnoxious ones,” remembers Dr. richard frank, another former 

chair of the department. “and instead of Brent telling students how 

he would handle the situation, he would go down with them and 

take charge. he had a very quiet and effective way of doing that.”

nash also had a reputation for working hard. most of that work was 

centered on his students. says frank: “he wasn’t running out to do 

research. he wasn’t on the phone with his office. he was dedicated 

to students and working very closely with them.”

That work ethic sometimes spread beyond the student sphere into 

the realm of janitorial duties. it seems that the labs were never as 

clean as nash preferred. Brudvik recalls that three or four times a  

year nash would recruit him to clean the sinks and the grease traps. 

“he and i always shared that,” Brudvik says. “That was a fun time. 

We closed the doors and told lies and cleaned it all up.”

so at the age of 80, after 50 years helping students learn the ins and 

outs of prosthodontics, and telling countless lies to Brudvik as the pair 

scrubbed laboratory sinks, Brent nash finally gets to graduate–er, retire.

“he developed a passion for working with dental students and really 
enjoyed being able to assist them in managing their patients.”

 Dr. charles BOlenDer, reTireD chair, DepT. Of prOsThODOnTics

Dr. Brent Nash
in a sense it took Dr. Brent nash 50 years to graduate from the 

University of Washington soD. for as soon as he earned his DDs 

degree from the UW in 1958, he became a part-time instructor at the  

soD, in the department of prosthodontics, a position he held until he 

retired last spring at the age of 80.

as a humorous reminder of his “graduation,” and as a mark of high 

respect, the class of 2008 chose to include nash’s 1958 class portrait 

in the 2008 class graduation picture. nash was deeply moved by the 

gesture. “it has great meaning,” he says.

like his colleague, Dr. Brian Toolson, who also retired this year and 

was included in the 2008 class picture, nash was known as an 

advocate for students and a wise counselor.

“i enjoy working with young people who want to learn,” nash says. 

“Teaching was my love. i hope it’s done some good.”

says Dr. James Brudvik, retired Director of the  soD graduate 

Prosthodontic Program: “They (nash and Toolson) were very much 

beloved, these two, because they always gave so much of their time. 

at their farewell party, when students got up to talk, it became clear 

that they were treasured.”

When Brudvik would leave his office to go home at 5:30 p.m., nash 

would often have two or three students standing outside his office, 

waiting to get help. “a lot of faculty aren’t as generous with their 

time as nash was,” Brudvik says.

“he was very humble and gracious and easy to work with,” adds 

Dr. charles Bolender, retired chair of the prosthodontics department. 

“he developed a passion for working with dental students and really 

enjoyed being able to assist them in managing their patients.”

managing patients was particularly important for students in the 

prosthodontics program. “The kids are working with old, sick, 

cranky patients,” says Brudvik, “and they need a lot of nurturing to 

deal with them.” students felt more confident handling these older 

patients when nash was guiding them. 
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The school of Dentistry held its 24th annual Dean’s club Dinner on saturday, 

may 10, 2008 at the grand hyatt in seattle. Dr. robert allen received the 2008 

Distinguished alumnus award and Dr. karen sakuma received the 2008 Dean’s club 

honorary lifetime member award. Both received standing ovations for the example, 

service and achievements that they provided to dentistry and the school.

24th Annual Dean’s Club Dinner 
Honors Dr. Robert D. Allen ’66 and Dr. Karen D. Sakuma ‘79

This memorable event drew more than 200 guests, including students from the class of 2008. The graduating class was invited by 

the Dean’s club Board to welcome them into the profession and to join in the celebration. Two graduating students received awards 

at the dinner. garret yamaguchi, President of the student council, received the 2008 Johnny n. Johnson student leadership award. 

Derick hahn, 2008 class President, received the 2008 Jack e. nichols student leadership award. Dr. David minahan, President of 

the Dean’s club, was the master of ceremonies for the event. entertainment included a special performance of the University of 

Washington men’s glee club. They even created a song to spotlight dentistry to the delight of the crowd.

Dr. Karen D. Sakuma ‘79 (left) and  
Dr. Robert D. Allen ‘66 (right)

2020
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“eight years ago, the school of Dentistry joined the University in 

launching an ambitious fundraising effort – campaign UW: creating 

futures. With the state providing only one quarter of the Dental 

school’s annual budget, the school needed our help in order to 

maintain its outstanding reputation and have the tools necessary to 

provide the best education possible for our dental students. 

Thanks to the loyalty and commitment of over 4,000 alumni and 

friends who stepped forward and contributed to the school since 

2000, we have been able to exceed the goals of this campaign and 

raise over $22 milion in support of students, faculty and programs. 

CAMPAiGN UW: 2000 - 2008

Thank You

looking back over the past 8 years, it’s all about people – our alumni 

and friends who gave, the students and faculty who benefited and 

all of the patients who are better served in our school clinics and 

community programs because of your generosity.

We have so much to be proud of. To all of you who have given – 

our heartfelt thanks. you have made a tremendous difference for 

the future of the Dental school. Thank you for joining us in this 

worthwhile endeavor to support one of the  

finest dental schools in the country.”

The impact of this campaign can already be felt throughout the 

school. The following pages include just a few of the many highlights 

of the campaign; we hope you see the positive results and forward 

momentum made possible through your philanthropy. 

linDA AnD BryAn eDgAr – co-chairs camPaign UW: creaTing fUTUres
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Thank You for Investing in Our Future

Drs. Bryan and linda edgar, Co-Chairs

Dr. William ammons

Dr. J. martin anderson

Dr. o. ross Beirne

Dr. Joel Berg

Dr. neil Bergstrom

Dr. Don compaan

Dr. richard crinzi

Dr. Thomas Davidson

Dr. Tim Derouen

Dr. mark Drangsholt

School of Dentistry
Uw Creating Futures Campaign Committee

Dr. richard ferguson

Dr. michael george

Dr. mark grace

mr. steve hardymon

Dr. susan hollinsworth

Dr. Ken izutsu

Dr. Jim Johnson

Dr. greg King

Dr. larry mast

Dr. richard mccoy

Dr. Dan middaugh

Dr. David minahan

Dr. Desmond neff

Dr. robert o’neil

Dr. David Petersen

Dr. ariel raigrodski

Dr. Doug ramsay

Dr. Patricia rothwell

Dr. Dale ruemping

Dr. Karen sakuma

Dr. herbert selipsky

Dr. Peter shapiro

Dr. mary Krempasky smith

Dr. James steiner

Dr. ed Truelove

Dr. mark Walker

Dr. Doug Walsh

Dr. Timothy Wandell

Dr. David Wands

Dr. John West
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CAMPAiGN UW: 2000 -  2008

Just a few examples of the tremendous support the school received 

for our outstanding students from individuals and organizations:

The largest endowed scholarship of the campaign was created from 

hundreds of individual donations from alumni and friends. every gift 

that came in to support the new Dental alumni student scholarship 

fund was matched 50 cents on the dollar by the UW and helped 

create an endowed fund of over $500,000 that will generate annual 

scholarships for students in financial need (see full story on page 6). 

SUPPORTING OUR OUTSTANDING

Eugene Natkin and Gerald Harrington 
Fellowship in Graduate Endodontics
honoring the dedication and achievements  
of two beloved past chairs

Dr. Eugene Natkin Dr. Gerald Harrington

WSDA Presidential Scholarship

Students
alumni and friends of the endodontics department chose to  

honor two influential and highly respected past chairs by  

establishing the eugene natkin and gerald harrington fellowship  

in graduate endodontics. 

Dr. James Johnson, 

Chair of the Department of Endodontics

faculty join together to create  
Academic Careers in Oral Health endowment

New Dental Alumni
Endowed Student Scholarship Fund

largest endowment for Dental students
$600,000 in gifts and matching funds
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SUPPORTING OUR OUTSTANDING

our most important community partner stepped forward as well 

during the campaign. The Washington state Dental association 

recognized the increasing debt load on dental students and made  

a commitment to establish a major new endowment for students. 

The WsDa Presidential scholarship will provide annual financial  

aid to two fourth-year and two third-year pre-doctoral dental 

students in perpetuity.

“i am so thrilled that the (WsDa) addressed the student debt crisis 

within our profession,” says Dr. Bryan edgar. “my hope is that this 

endeavor will be noticed by other state dental associations as a visible 

means of supporting all dental schools around the country.”

Over 40 New Endowments and Major Gifts to Support Students

Alaska Native Dental Student Scholarship

Scott and Lisa Andrews

Joel Berg Fellowship for Academic Careers  
in Oral Health

Carol Brown, Richard Lee, Brent Nash, and  
Brian Toolson Endowment 

Carr-Downing Smiling DDS Scholarship

Mae M. Chin, Doris J. Stiefel Endowed Fund

Class of 1951 Legacy Scholarship

Donald E. Compaan Endowed Student  
Service Scholarship

Timothy and Cheryl DeRouen Endowed Fellowship  
for Academic Careers in Oral Health 

Patricia E. Doyle, Doris J. Stiefel Endowed Fund

Mark Drangsholt and Heather Woloshyn Fellowship  
for Academic Careers in Oral Health

Bryan and Linda Edgar Endowed  
Scholarship Fund

Graduate Prosthodontics Endowed Student  
Support Fund

Joseph Grillo, Tony Michael Ponti  
Memorial Scholarship

Susan M. Hollinsworth Endowed Scholarship

Louis Isquith, Doris J. Stiefel Endowed Fund

Douglass Jackson, Omnell Professional  
Student Scholarship

Robert H. Johnson Endowed Student  
Support Fund

Byron S. Mizuha Endowment for  
Graduate Periodontics

Eugene Natkin and Gerald Harrington Fellowship  
in Graduate Endodontics

Northwest Dentists Insurance Company Scholarship Fund

James and Joyce Oates Scholarship for Clinical Excellence 
with Metallic Restoration

Paul and Seranoush Oda Memorial  
Endowed Fellowship

Wesly Odani Fund for Graduate  
Students in Pediatric Dentistry in Honor  
of Thompson M. Lewis

Pacific Continental Bank Scholarship

Partners in Diversity Scholarship

Pediatric Dentistry / Oral Biology  
Leadership in Children’s Oral Health Research  
Endowed Fellowship

Sandra L. and Ivan G. Phillips Scholarship for  
General Dentistry

Dr. Tony Michael Ponti Memorial  
Endowed Scholarship

Robert Wood Johnson Foundation

During the campaign, the UW created an opportunity for faculty, 

staff, and retirees to establish endowed student support funds, 

scholarships, and fellowships with matching funds. The school of 

Dentistry had one of the highest participation rates in the faculty 

match program on campus, with 21 new endowments created to 

support dental students– a wonderful testament to the commitment 

and generosity of our own faculty and staff. 

Frank and Laura Roberts Fellowship for Academic  
Careers in Oral Health

Richard J. Rotter Scholarship Endowment

Silver Anniversary Fellowship in  
Graduate Periodontics

Martha J. Somerman and Norman Schiff Endowment  
to Promote Academic Careers in Dentistry

Doris J. Stiefel Endowed Fund

Stephen M. Talbot Memorial Scholarship

Brian Toolson Endowed Scholarship for Excellence  
in Removable Prosthodontics

UW Dental Alumni Association Endowed Student  
Scholarship Fund

Mark and Barbara Walker Scholarship Fund

Washington Academy of Pediatric Dentists Foundation Fund

Washington Dental Service Foundation  
Burton H. Goodman Scholarship 

W. K. Kellogg Foundation 

Celia and Lewis Wolff Fellowship for  
Academic Careers in Oral Health

Washington State Dental Association  
Presidential Scholarship

gifts to support students tripled the level of scholarship and fellowship 

support the school can provide each year and helped the school secure 

over $500,000 in matching uw funds. 

25
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CAMPAiGN UW: 2000 -  2008

our reputation is based on our superlative faculty — educators and 

researchers who have dedicated their lives to building one of the 

finest educational institutions in the world. everyone in the dental 

community knows about the increasing challenges dental schools 

face in recruiting and retaining world class faculty. 

early in the campaign, Dr. lloyd chapman and his wife Kay stepped 

forward with a significant gift for just that purpose. The lloyd and 

Kay chapman chair for oral health will enhance the school’s ability 

to attract and retain distinguished faculty, advance teaching and 

research, improve oral health care, and serve the greater community. 

INvESTING IN wORLD-RENOwNED

This pivotal endowment has already had an impact in our  

community by enabling the Dean to recruit Dr. Joel Berg as chair  

of the Department of Pediatric Dentistry (see ecoh story, page 8).

The richard v. and elaine Tucker endowed fund for faculty 

Development in restorative Dentistry will also provide critically 

needed funds to support the work of our faculty and its impact 

cannot be underestimated. “The unparalleled commitment of 

richard and elaine Tucker to dentistry, to the UW, and to the 

principle of excellence should cause us all to pause and reflect on 

how we should each serve dentistry better,” says Dr. John Wataha, 

the new chair of the Department of restorative Dentistry. 

Norman Chapman, Trudi Stoller Raleigh, Dr. John Stoller,  
Marti MacEwan, Mac MacEwan and Don Chapman.

$1 million endowment to honor Drs. Arnold Stoller and Donald MacEwan 
for their significant contributions to dental education and patient care.

Lloyd and Kay Chapman  
Chair for Oral Health

Richard V. and Elaine Tucker  
Endowed Fund for Faculty Development  
in Restorative Dentistry

Dr. Richard D. Tucker and Dr. Richard V. Tucker

Faculty

26
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INvESTING IN wORLD-RENOwNED

The Bruce r. rothwell Distinguished Teacher award was created in 

2000 through the generosity of alumni, faculty and friends to honor 

and recognize a beloved faculty member and his contributions to 

teaching. The endowment funds two annual awards for faculty 

members who have demonstrated extraordinary teaching skills in 

the school of Dentistry. since their inception, the rothwell awards 

have become a source of great pride and distinction for recipients 

and an important means for recognizing and supporting our 

distinguished faculty. 

Bruce R. Rothwell  
Distinguished Teaching Awards
established in 2001 to honor outstanding faculty

Dr. E. Ricardo Schwedhelm and Dr. Gerald Harrington receive 
teaching awards from Dr. Mark Drangsholt (‘84)

To ensure that UW dental students are equipped with state-of-the-art 

training in microscopy, Drs. Bryan and linda edgar are establishing 

a professorship to hire an expert in the field who will teach students 

how to use the technology to treat oral disease through dental 

implantology and related restorative procedures. Thanks in great part 

to this leadership gift, the school has the distinction of being the 

first dental school in the country to provide pre-doctoral students 

with global surgical g-6 microscopes in a clinical setting. With its 

advanced technology and high-caliber instruction, the UW is poised 

to become the leading dental microscopy training center in the 

nation, for both current dental students and for practicing dentists 

through the school’s continuing Dental education program. 

Recipients of the Bruce R. Rothwell  
Teacher Awards

Distinguished teaching Award

Dr. Dolphine oda 2002, Dr. David Pitts  2003, Dr. e. ricardo 

schwedhelm 2004, Dr. Tracy Popowics 2005, Dr. Bea gandara 2006, 

Dr. John evans 2007, Dr. Phlippe hujoel 2008

lifetime Achievement Award

Dr. eugene natkin 2001, Dr. James Brudvik 2002, Dr. lars hollender 

2003, Dr. gerald harrington 2004, Dr. l. Brian Toolson 2005, Dr. 

robert h. Johnson 2006, Dr. James stoddard 2007, Dr. myron 

Warnick 2008

27
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CAMPAiGN UW: 2000 -  2008

TRANSFORMING PROGRAMS THROUGH

innovation has been a hallmark of the school since its inception and our 

alumni and friends have demonstrated extraordinary vision and generosity 

throughout this campaign in providing ongoing support of these 

programs and investing in new initiatives that are so vital to our success. 

a $5 million commitment from Washington Dental service and 

Washington Dental service foundation — the largest gift in the history 

of the school — will create the Washington Dental service Building 

for early childhood oral health and help catalyze an innovative 

collaboration with the school and seattle children’s hospital  

(see ecoh story on page 8). 

another major gift that has already made a significant impact in  

the school was the $1.5 million grant the  soD received in 2003  

from the robert Wood Johnson foundation.

The funds from this grant have enabled the school to triple the 

rotations of fourth-year students in the state’s rural and urban 

community clinics. They have also energized efforts to recruit more 

minority students to the  soD.

“The grant is going to help us build bridges and create better ties 

with people around the state who have an interest in working with 

us and our students,” Dr. Thomas morton, Jr., professor in the 

28

Innovation

Dr. David Engel creates major endowment to honor Dr. William Ammons.

Gifts to Support Faculty and Programs

William F. Ammons and L. David Engel  
Visiting Professorship in Periodontics

Dale S. Bloomquist and Heidi Horwitz

Douglas and Connie Cameron 

Lloyd and Kay Chapman Chair for  
Oral Health

James U. and Janice C. Down

Bryan and Linda Edgar Microscopic Implant 
Instructional Professorship

Bryan C. and Linda J. Edgar Endowment for 
Dental Photography and Imaging

James and Barbara Elder

Farrell and Ann Hinkle

Thomas and Kim Hohl

Vincent and Marilyn Kokich

Kyoko Awamura and Thomas H. Morton, Jr. 

David and Kim Nakanishi

3M Espe

Albany Molecular Research Inc.

Align Technology, Inc.

AstraZeneca

Discus Holdings, Inc.

Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center

Merck & Co., Inc.

Nestle Purina PTC

Nobel Biocare USA, Inc.

Orahealth Corporation

Permanente Dental Associates

Endowments and individual Major Gifts  Major Gifts from Corporations and Organizations  

Bruce R. Rothwell Distinguished  
Teacher Award

Patricia G. Rothwell

Karen Sakuma and Gary Ikeda

Gail and Peter Shapiro

Dean and Margaret Spencer Endowed 
Clinical Research Fund

Richard V. and Elaine Tucker Endowed Fund 
for Faculty Development in Rest. Dent

David L. and Judith Clark Turpin

Washington Dental Service  
 Endowed Professorship

Alan and Donna Wilson

Philip Worthington Lectureship in  
Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery

Pharmaceutical Product Development

Philips Oral Health Care, Inc.

The Seattle Foundation — Ethel G. Wittig  
Area of Interest Fund 

Straumann

Stryker Corporation

UW Orthodontic Alumni Association

Wamax, Inc.

Washington Dental Service 

Washington Dental Service Foundation

Zimmer Dental Inc.
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TRANSFORMING PROGRAMS THROUGH “ The school’s many achievements and innovations, our stature and  

very future, depend on the extraordinary dedication and commitment  

of people inside and outside our walls. we are grateful to all those  

who have done so much for us.”

 DEAN SOMERMAN

“  We are very grateful for the generosity and leadership of Washington 
Dental Service in stepping forward to help us make a difference in the 
community and putting the UW on the map where the most significant 
research and clinical care delivery in early child oral health happens.” 

 Dr. JoEl BErg, ProfESSor, LLoyd and Kay Chapman Chair for oraL heaLth

The old naval air station traffic 
control tower at Magnuson 
Park will become the new 
Washington Dental Service 
Building for Early Childhood 
Oral Health.

Dr. Karen Sakuma (’79) provides major gift for  
initial development of the ECOH program.

Department of oral Biology says. “That would include different types 

of public and private clinics and underserved populations. We’re also 

trying to develop models for increasing diversity in our classes.”  

The Bryan c. and linda J edgar endowment for Dental Photography 

and imaging has already helped to introduce dental photography 

and imaging into the educational curriculum. second year students  

are taught how to use cameras as well as Photoshop during summer 

quarter  and later apply these same skills during their treatment 

planning course and in their third year comprehensive care Patient 

Presentation document. 

These are but a few of the over 4,000 gifts from alumni, friends and 

organizations over the campaign that have made such a profound 

difference—for our students, faculty and programs. “it’s a wonderful 

statement about our school’s joint enterprise with the community,” 

says Dean martha somerman. “The school’s many achievements and 

innovations, our stature and very future, depend on the extraordinary 

dedication and commitment of people inside and outside our walls. 

We are grateful to all those who have done so much for us.”

29Drs. Bryan and Linda Edgar establish endowment to introduce  
dental photography and imaging into educational curriculum

Robert Wood Johnson grant supports the School’s Dental Camp
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Major Donors and Campaign Contributors 

Presidential laureate
$10,000,000 AND ABOVE

Washington Dental service and Washington 
Dental service foundation

UW laureate
$1,000,000 TO $9,999,999

lloyd and Katherine e. chapman

sarah morell

robert Wood Johnson foundation

founding Benefactor
$500,000 TO $999,999

georgina hack

Philips oral health care, inc.

Dean and margaret spencer

UW Dental alumni association

Distinguished Benefactor
$250,000 TO $499,999

3m company

astraZeneca

Bryan c. and linda J. edgar

richard and elaine Kipple

nestle Purina PTc

nobel Biocare Usa, inc.

richard v. and elaine Tucker

UW orthodontic alumni association

David h. Wands

Washington state Dental association

Zimmer Dental inc.

UW Benefactor
$100,000 TO $249,999

anonymous

align Technology, inc.

scott T. and lisa a. andrews

Kyoko awamura and Thomas h. morton, Jr.

richard a. and Debra crinzi

class of 1951

Discus holdings, inc.

charles g. and marion m. hodson

roland a. and Donna e. hublou

Johnny n. and Patricia T. Johnson

vincent g. and marilyn f. Kokich

Dan g. and mical e. middaugh

David r. and Kim nakanishi

oraPharma, inc.

Pharmaceutical Product Development

The Procter & gamble company

Wilbur ricketts and shirley ricketts Wright

Karen D. sakuma and gary l. ikeda

gail and Peter a. shapiro

silver anniversary symposium Periodontics

straumann

richard D. and christina Tucker

W. K. Kellogg foundation

Wa academy of Pediatric Dentists 
foundation

Patron
$50,000 TO $99,999

albany molecular research inc.

american Dental association

h. samuel anderson

astraZeneca international

Dale s. Bloomquist and heidi K. horwitz

florence Bowen

Douglas s. and connie K. cameron

capnia inc.

Dentsply international

James U. and Janice c. Down

James r. and Barbara a. elder

l. David and margaret B. engel

fred hutchinson cancer research center

fred h. and Beryl hassig

farrell g. and anne B. hinkle

Thomas h. and Kim hohl

susan m. hollinsworth

James c. and Janice g. mcgraw

merck & co., inc.

Dale e. and ann marie miller

David m. and susan lea minahan

nakanishi Dental laboratory, inc.

James r. and Joyce a. oates

Wesley i. and mae K. odani

orahealth corporation

Permanente Dental associates

arthur g. and Joan m. Ponti

Patricia g. rothwell

stryker corporation

alberta y. Tefft

The seattle foundation

David l. and Judith clark Turpin

mark v. and Barbara s. Walker

Wamax, inc.

alan f. and Donna m. Wilson

There are so many people to thank for their generous support. Please visit our website at www.dental.washington.edu for a complete list of Campaign Donors.

“ The University of Washington values the pivotal role that the school of 

Dentistry plays in advancing the oral healthcare profession throughout the 

region, the country and the world. We are honored by your generous 

support to ensure that this remarkable tradition of excellence continues.”

 — UW President Mark Emmert
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other Top classes:

1966 • 1980 • 1981 • 2003
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$25,000 to $49,999
David l. and lea f. crouch

Thomas g. and sarma P. 
Davidson

gary r. and linda D. feldman

michael r. and Donna lee fey

Brett c. and susan l. fidler

sidney r. gallegos

michael l. and Karleen george

mark r. and Kristine l. grace

Douglas J. and Deborah m. Klein

John r. liu and Kari Jordal

sally sue m. and vincent T. 
lombardi

matthew a. mandel

Warren g. and roslyn newman

robert B. and emelia a. o’neal

frank P. and anne-marie rudey

rhonda r. savage and  
Jim stephens

martha J. somerman and  
norm schiff

John K. and caren D. Tidwell

$10,000 to $24,999
J. martin anderson and  
lynn m. gabriel

larry D. and Deanne f. Baer

David J. and Darlyne J. Bales

Dexter e. and mary ann Barnes

J. Brewster and Janice r. Bede

Joel h. Berg

gordon J. Block

Jason r. Bourne

ralph W. and aleene l. Boyden

Dennis r. and Jean D. Brender

carlton m. and lynda Jo 
cadwell

arthur l. and susan s. carlson

george a. carr

Debra l. cederbaum and 
andrew l. seiple

Kenneth m. and sharman 
collins

vicky l. compaan

ronald l. and gail m. Danforth

richard c. Downing

Patricia e. Doyle

sara D. Drake

mark T. Drangsholt and  
heather Woloshyn

ross J. Drangsholt and Beth 
o’connor

arthur a. and Katherine a. 
Dugoni

e. David engst

carol a. and Thomas s. friedel

charles a. and Judi a. gilmore

cindy shiu Tsui go

Joseph c. and Jerrilou grillo

enborg B. and Joyce halle

fred i. and Kumiko h. hasegawa

margaret a. hooley

Denise m. hopkins

Dennis g. hopkins

andrew m. houg

gabriela ibarra and  
guillermo romano

Janice r. ikeda and  
gary s. andersen

Kerry s. and Joni emiko ishihara

louis and claudia s. isquith

Thomas e. and Kristen h. Jacka

Douglass l. Jackson

Doris o. Jensen

glen h. and susan m. Johnson

James D. Johnson

James e. and Julie Jones

roberto c. and yolanda v. Justus

Jon h. and mari J. Kvinsland

samuel l. and lori lake

christopher c. and maria v. 
lecuyer

richard a. lee

steve m. and Karen leighty

robert m. and alisa J. london

Philip W. madden

James s. and anne m. martin

Donna massoth and leo 
santiago

lawrence e. and carol a. mast

molyneaux P. mathews

raymond michael maxwell

Donald r. and Joyce a. mayer

anthony g. mclaughlin and 
elaine reilly

r. William and linda mcneill

edwin W. and lisa mitchell

Byron m. nakagawa

alejandro narvaez and  
norma Zavala

Desmond g. and Beverly neff

robert K. and Karen e. nieman

gary g. and mary lewis 
nordquist

Kenneth W. and nancy norwick

Dolphine oda and  
george Bet-shlimon

robert l. and liz odegard

Karl-ake h. and m. lena omnell

Kevin J. o’neill

sidney r. and irene m. Patten

mark c. and Diane s. Paxton

christopher and Keri rene Pickel

stanford D. Prince

fred c. and mariana quarnstrom

Donald h. and alda l. raleigh

James l. and linda ribary

Jack m. richardson

richard J. rotter

Brian c. rubens and  
Karen r. Trimmer

Dale r. and carol l. ruemping

r. Bruce and Joan m. rutherford

erich s. and angelica schmidt

Jennifer T. schmidt

herbert and elaine J. selipsky

Dan f. and Jana K. shaw

James n. and salli h. sledge

J. vincent and Judy l. smith

hugh c. and Joan m. sobottka

Denny W. southard

michael D. and Wendy s. spektor

James c. and Pauline m. steiner

David r. and Patricia long steiner

Kenyu and midori Takamoto

Daniel m. and cynthia lea Taylor

Patrick e. and frances W. Taylor

georgina m. Trask

Douglas l. and nancy W. Trippel

Dental Alumni News  Summer / Fall 2008

Dr. Patty Rothwell (‘84) and Dr. Mark Drangsholt (‘84)

Class of 1984 — #1 in Participation
over 35% of class Donated to campaign
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John f. and Patricia a. vaughn

richard a. and laury m. 
volwiler

Douglas P. Walsh and  
Kathy Blain

Timothy e. and catherine B. 
Wandell

rodney B. Wentworth and  
r. Jill Demarco

John r. and Dierdre Winters

$5,000 to $9,999
robert D. and Judith h. allen

William r. and Julia r. allen

robert K. and Paula o. andelin

Donald J. arima and  
susan a. Bogni

Donald c. and frances ausink

ann T. azama and randall lee

gary a. and cathy Backlund

charles a. and Julie a. 
Backman

Theodore J. and Paula l. Baker

ronald l. Barclay

Bertha Barriga

victor J. and lisa a. Barry

michael r. Becker and  
yasaman sanai

o. ross Beirne and  
sheryl m. Beirne

Jeanne Bertino and Peter Buck

John a. and Kim Berude

gregory l. and lorraine Birch

Dale charles and gloria Bobb

raymond Bogaert

lowell l. Bosshardt

robert W. and elizabeth e. 
Bowman

neil W. and angela m. Bryant

mike Buehler and merilee Buehler

ann m. Bull

William W. and sherri calhoun

falconer e. and virginia l. 
campbell

Dona m. seely and  
curtis e. carlson

eric a. carlson

randle T. and amanda e. carr

russell l. and svanhild s. castner

Darlene m. and gregory K. chan

Joseph e. and Donna K. 
chasteen

Theresa cheng and Don Borin

craig a. and miae sun chilton

mae m. and quinn chin

gyu Dong and Jin sook cho

Kyle and alyse c. christensen

Ute J. and r. charlie collins

Dwight e. and lynda r. cottrill

Thomas r. and laura e. curtis

William h. and helen s. 
Dahlberg

T. Kevin Dang and  
michelle P. ngo

Danny e. and shelly m. Davidson

richard e. and laurie ann Davies

John s. Davis

Kathleen a. Davis

Jay D. and Tracy Deiglmeier

Timothy a. and cheryl Derouen

mark l. and Karen P. Dire

gary y. and carrie l. Dodobara

edward s. Dolan

Peter K. and sylvia T. Domoto

Kenneth e. and Patricia m. Doty

T. michael and roberta e. Doyle

Darrel D. Dreke

richard and michelle ellingsen

laurie fan

scott l. featherstone

michael m. fleming and  
Dorinda gier

ross m. and Deanna fraker

carol ford freidkin

gordon s. and mary B. froese

ronald e. and marlene frost

michael l. and Judith l. gage

Donald e. and Julie v. gardner

george g. ghosn

Jerry r. giddings

stacy and richard gilmore

Kristina a. and mark a. grey

mickaella v. griffith

robert D. and Patricia J. gross

W. alvin and Darlene n. gross

richard T. and sharen a. grubb

george and Diana gundersen

roy m. and Barbara l. gunsolus

Don m. and Kathleen s. hallum

robert e. and Barbara hampson

David l. hanson

J. michael and ann K. hardy

James h. and Pauline e. harken

charles W. and cree a. 
henderson

Knute J. and lynn e. hernas

christopher T. and elizabeth m. 
herron

gary e. and cynthia y. heyamoto

Kenji W. higuchi

John D. hixson

John q. holcomb

Dale n. and rose s. holdren

William c. hunter

alan W. and laura f. irvin

haruo ishikawa

Kenneth T. izutsu and colleen l. 
mcKay

Bruce a. Johnson and Piega 
Delaney

Kevin B. and carla J. Johnson

michael W. and melinda r. 
Johnson

robert e. and linda c. Johnson

Thomas r. and Karen m. Jones

sloan K. Jorgensen

stacy r. and rose Kanda

scott f. and susan Kanemori

Kevin michael Keane

michael f. and hana a. Kern

gordon D. and lorna Keyes

Joan D. Kiefner

carl l. Knox

gregory W. and vicki Knutson

akiko Kumagai

edmund h. Kwan

Jessica J. lee

loong chiin and sherrie chen lin

Paul e. and Kathy lovdahl

larry W. and Becky loveridge

W. reed and carol J. lytle

stephen m. and lisa l. 
macgeorge

Drs. Bryan and Linda Edgar establish three major 
endowments to provide a Student Scholarship, 
Professorship and support for an instructional program  
in Dental Photography and imaging.

“The more you give, the more you 
get back. No doubt about it.”
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ronald J. and Diane e. markey

Patrick a. fleege and  
stephanie c. marvin

harvey e. and carolyn B. 
matheny

richard B. and erlys e. mccoy

carol mccutcheon and luis 
aguilar

James W. and Patricia a. 
mchugh

James W. and ruth T. menzies

robert m. and mary merrill

steve milam and  
margit e. mcguire

anthony J. and marilee s. milan

Dennis m. and Janet miya

Byron s. and connie J. mizuha

allen h. and georgianna 
moffitt

David g. and crystal D. molen

John W. and laura moore

Joseph r. and rita c. moran

Wendy e. mouradian and  
Jean-louis Dethier

e. Thomas and ellenor W. naden

roger W. nakanishi and  
Teresa K. yagi

Jeffrey J. and marsha J. nemitz

leonard e. and louise nixon

russell K. nomi

richard l. omans

victoria T. and Dana e. otterholt

Jeffrey l. and Jo-ann Parrish

eugene h. and anita Peeples

clem and cynthia r. Pellett

Wayne f. and Kim Penttilla

David g. and Patti Petersen

Kirk r. and Bonnie Petersen

Jeromy a. Peterson and  
Kevin stroman

ivan g. and sandra l. Phillips

frederick W. Prael

Donald l. Prasnikar

William r. and sara Proffit

James a. and marilyn m. Pulliam

Thomas r. quickstad and 

allison D. mclean

J. Timothy and Kristine quinn

richard s. and susann s. quinn

Ted J. and skipper rasor

Daniel J. rawley

Tracy J. and Barbara e. reiner

David r. and mimi a. rice

frank a. and laura T. roberts

Jay D. and Joan i. roeter

James f. and vivian rosenwald

Thomas J. rude

eve m. and Brent rutherford

gordon and marcia U. sako

yoshinoa and sunao sato

steven g. and anne W. 
schwager

James r. and suesanne seather

nicole m. serra and  
Joseph van mieghem

Bradley g. and marla P. seto

Timothy e. shields

Tsutomu and hideko shimono

John D. shurtz

John and mary J. snedden

ronald K. and sandra faye 
snyder

stephen J. spencer

Joseph s. and carole l. spinola

rhys D. spoor and margaret 
nelson

arthur stein and lois J. stein

george m. and mariana 
stephens

Denny c. and linda m. stevens

Doris J. and ernest r. stiefel

stephen l. and Kathleen a. 
stroh

henry W. and Penelope m. 
surbeck

Kris K. and elizabeth swanson

charles y. and ruth Taba

James h. Takano

robert f. and georgia g. Taylor

robert r. and lola J. vance

larae vanDerschelden

Barbara l. Billings and  
ernest vogel

Wallace c. and Pamela volz

andrew a. and Terrie l. vorono

Thomas D. and linda m. Ware

charlene Warr

newell e. and Jean c. Warr

John s. Weaver

norma Jane Wells

John D. and christine m. West

Dorie D. White

melvin l. and miriam s. Wilenzick

cardon W. Willis

c. Dennis and suzanne h. 
Wohlford

robert c. and annie Woo

Douglas richards Wood

Philip and ruth v. Worthington

Bruce l. and victoria J. yoder

carrie york and mark l. Williams

Jeffrey l. and lori Jeanne Zygar

$1,000 to $4,999
arthur K. and aiko K. abe

norman D. abe

Jeffery s. and margie abolofia

Kenneth John agronin

albert l. and faye s. amato

Janet J. ammons

marc W. and Debbie l. anderson

maxwell h. and suzanne 
anderson

michelle m. and eric anderson

stanley s. andrews

Kent K. arbuckle

manpreetsingh Badyal

J. andrew and rebecca D. Bagley

John s. and sandra B. Barney

marshall l. and lynda m. 
Batchelor

steven l. Bates

William Becker and Joyce g. 
Becker

Thomas c. and linda P. Beffa

carol and John Belton

Bradley J. and Kristine m. Bemis

Joel s. Berger

inese v. Bergman

“ as an alumnus of one of the finest dental schools 
in the country, i believe that it is my duty and 
responsibility to help keep the university of 
washington at the top.  Therefore, i have been 
more than happy to give back financially in order to 
continue to improve the dental school’s faculty and 
their teaching efforts.”  

 vincenT g. kOkich ’71, msD ‘74
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neil e. Bergstrom

gary e. and nancy a. Berner

Bill n. and Debra l. Bethards

Jack Biggs and Koji miki

Bruce l. and sharon m. Bindel

vance f. and rosalee r. Bingham

James n. and frances Bogden

lawrence Bolachowicz

Thomas B. and Julie a. Boriotti

carl m. and sandra Botvinick

Pierre Boudrias

Kim e. and susan g. Brain

Jeanette and oyvind Brandal

Diane m. Brighton-giles and 
scott giles

charles r. and ilona Brown

frederick r. and margaret e. 
Brown

myron Brown and iris feinberg

Wallace B. and Patricia l. Brown

edward l. and nancy Bruce

Daniel s. and Kristen Burr

Burl B. and Judith P. Buskirk

Joe B. and Patricia a. callihan

John h. campbell

michael s. and char campbell

robert P. and susanne e. 
campbell

russell J. and susan s. carlisle

roy W. and sue l. carlson

John e. carssow

george e. cathey

guillermo e. chacon and  
maria e. alfaro

robert s. chaddock

Kit s. chan

raymond K. chan

Donald l. and Brenda chapman

flora y. chen

norman c. and sheryl chiang

roger s. and Becky e. chin

richard e. and susan chodroff

in W. choi

eugene and young choy

Karen e. christenson

Kent christiansen

charles r. and helen W. chu

David T. chuljian

John a. and marilynn churchill

christopher Daniel and  
Joyce m. clarke

Bruce P. and carla P. clement

Terrance P. cliney and Pearl e. 
Baker-cliney

susan e. coldwell and  
ross W. Porter

Patrick c. and claudia a. collins

Kelly a. conlon and Jens K. 
heycke

raymond m. contino

David a. and Terri cotant

mark v. cowley

eddy a. and mary crowley

merwyn c. and Phyllis J. crump

mario m. cuomo

ronald D. and susan B. Dahl

Beverly a. Dale-crunk and 
frederick crunk

James a. and ruth ann Dart

Diane m. Daubert and Kip 
Wiebusch

ellwood W. and cristina c. 
Davidson

John m. and Patricia J. Davis

colin P. Del rosario

Douglas J. and marcia l. 
Delaurenti

John s. Diggens

D. Briar and heidi l. Diggs

anthony guy Dire

robert J. and maria Dixey

David T. and Janeen randi Doi

robert l. and linda J. Donaldson

Diane marie Doppel 

David W. and Janet h. Downey

mick r. and mary Dragoo

David r. and christie l. Duguid

richard D. and Janice o. Duoos

richard J. and gabriele K. 
Duringer

homer J. and lois J. Dyer

J. michael early

Daryl B. and v. stacie eckland

gordon e. edgar

James s. edstam and akiko Kitada

John s. edwards and ruth h. 
nordlander-edwards

mark a. and lisa m. egbert

antony s. and rene egnal

sherman s. ely

Jennifer s. and J. michael emerson

ashley f. and linda g. emery

ola J. englund

Jay l. enzler

Philip J. and Julie P. etheredge

edward s. and c. Jean eylander

marcus a. and catherine s. 
fairbanks

martha h. fales

stephen D. and susan J. fante

Barry a. and Kristi J. feder

richard P. and Phyllis s. ferguson

henry W. and anne m. fields

William h. fisher

mark a. swanson and erin P. fleck

robert l. and Bernice B. flennaugh

Tommy fong and vivian m. Bennett

Walter f. foto

richard P. and mary c. frank

mark a. and Joan T. freeman

ronald l. gallerano

Daniel garabadian

Timothy l. and elizabeth gatten

John f. and marcia gell

robert s. gidner

robert m. and sara J. giswold

Daniel y. and cindy s. go

albert c. goerig

george e. and rebecca goll

Patricia s. gonzales

alfred s. and Joyce D. goodman

Burton h. and edna l. goodman

leif c. gregerson

gregory l. and verla gresset

fred m. and Wilene marie grimm

arne e. and rose c. gunderson

randy gusa

ross a. and carla haddow
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“ giving back to the UW school of Dentistry is something Barb and 

i have done for a long time. five years ago we decided to start a 

scholarship to help a student in their last year so they would come 

out of school owing a little less money, but the greatest thrill for 

us is getting to know these wonderful students!”

 – Dr. mark Walker (’75)

Mark and Barbara Walker  
Endowed Student Scholarship

34
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David m. and Barbara a. hagel

Katherine m. and harold l. 
hakes

lynn c. hall

stanton h. and sharon v. hall

francis K. and Dee a. hamada

rockwell hammond

David r. and Kathryn hannula

David W. and sherry hanson

stephen a. and sandy 
hardymon

a. James harris

Kevin a. and Joan harrison

f. Joseph and elizabeth a. 
harthorne

michael Paul hartnett

andrew hartzell

Takanobu haruki

gordon e. and Diane hawk

Bruce P. hawley

richard a. and Beverly hayashi

David h. and Barbara haymore

Jess a. and Tania haymore

Jeff v. and Katrina h. hays

Kenneth W. heaton

susan h. lambert and  
Todd heistuman

John m. henricksen

merle c. and connie herbison

Thomas John herrick

norbert h. and nancy m. hertl

christopher W. and siri herzog

Terry a. and laura a. hickey

michael r. higashi

Dennis l. higgins

Wayne g. and laurel a. hill

sarah hill 

frank r. hodges

Tomas e. and Debbie holbrook

charles o. and Kathe D. holmes

Denny W. and cece h. homer

William e. hooe

Dennis l. and linda s. hoofnagle

Kregg a. and Kimberlee J. 
hoover

masahiko hori

michael T. horn

robert W. and carol hortin 

Thomas l. hossfeld

ronald h. and misty s. hsu

Jurgen h. and susan m. huck

Jeffrey D. and cindy l. huleatt

Jeffrey a. Burgess and  
mary c. hull

Jeff hummel and Beatrice K. 
gandara

James h. and susan e. hunt

irene and glen hunter

Brad c. hwang

Patricia infanger

Kathleen isdith

John charles ive

gayle K. James

mark e. Jensen

sarah f. and James g. Jensen

lois m. John

Barton s. Johnson and Kristen l. 
Johnson

James a. and holly f. Johnson

Karlene a. Johnson and Keith 
abrahaon

mark a. and Janine K. Johnson

robert h. Johnson

vaughn a. and Patricia J. 
Johnson

Warren K. and margot l. 
Johnson

Duane l. Jones

elizabeth lyons Jones

Kenneth s. and Patricia a. Kahn

lisa m. Kajimura and  
michael c. fyinaka

alex h. Kang

heidi K. Kanning

Walter W. and Bernice Kegel

Joseph P. and neville a. Kelly

Paul f. and shauna lyn Kennedy

William c. Kenner

geralyn D. Kern

stephen B. and laura a. Kern

roger l. and linda s. Kiesling

glen P. and Donna Kilburg

ian f. and edna Kinnear

James f. and Pauline Kinoshita

mark K. and sheila Kitamura

eric D. Kitts

edward c. and helen marie 
Kleffner

stephen a. and carol a. Knaup

Douglas J. Knight

Dennis h. Kobata and shirley 
locke

mark c. Koch

Kenneth r. and Debra c. Krell

Patricia J. Kribbs

ronald h. Kuritani

stephen K. and Julie Kurumada

edward and Doris l. Kuzma

richard J. and gwyneth lamont

anna n. law

andrew h. and Danae leavitt

Donald n. and gerry lederman
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“ i am so grateful for my education.  giving back to the 
university of washington (and the other schools i 
have attended) is a joy. it’s a no-brainer for me.” 

 peTer shapirO, OrThODOnTics ’73 

“ i am fortunate and privileged to be a part 
of the uw school of Dentistry and graduate 
prosthodontics.  generous support, financially and 
volunteered time, from alumni has made a big 
impact on my training as a student and a resident.  
i am glad to have made a difference.”  

 alex kang ‘03
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Penelope J. leggott

christine louise lentz

albert c. and Pauline leonard

Keith g. and Jill leonard

linda leresche and  
michael von Korff

seok B. lim and neil a. nicholson

franklin r. and madelyn lee 
lindsay

Jack a. and sandra l. lindskog

Kenneth g. lo

Kenneth c. and mary lee long

Walter r. long

Jorge olalde and gloria lopez-
gavito

Weyland lum

David m. macDonald

shannon i. magnuson and 
Timothy l. sweatman

Judith a. maier

michael l. and carol J. maki

robert m. levenson and  
sabrina m. mandich

laurene a. marks-Wolf and 
howard Wolf

gary r. and carmen a. marshall

norman J. Bunch and  
Jennifer J. marshall

John a. and lois K. martin

michael D. and anita martin

gary r. massa

June h. maston

David P. mathews

seishi matsumura

Donald J. mayer

James r. mcanally

gerald f. and nancy P. mccann

shawn r. and Diane r. mcDevitt

John T. and virginia a. mcgwire

Thomas J. mcintyre

Doug and lynn l. mcKendry

Patrick l. and elke mcKenzie

robert g. mclaughlin

Kenneth J. and muriel Jean 
mclean

shilo mcnamara

Karen a. mcneill-o’connor

michael J. and carol l. medley

suzanne r. megenity

michael B. melugin and  
Pamela r. hanson

monte merrill and eunice merrill

reed m. and Joan merrill

mike P. and Joanne W. michael

James r. michaud

gordon miles

Daryl W. and Kathleen c. miller

Dale e. and victoria Wang miller

Jerry W. and mary B. mitchell

John h. and elaine g. mizukawa

D. Kent and m. elaine moberly

David o. and natalie a. moline

robert m. monsen

Donald r. montano

Don h. and Deborah a. morgan

Jeff e. and laura r. moxley

James f. and Joyce m. mulick

michael J. mulick

Boyd f. munson

John c. and cheryl T. murphy

William Brent nash

Thomas murray natale

reinaldo J. negron

eric g. nelson

scott J. and Joan B. neuhaus

Joanne gunn nichols

Duane e. and Blanche v. nienaber

Kenneth K. nishimoto

Thomas B. nordtvedt

Jan Bennett norvold

Kenneth a. and lisa norwick

arthur J. and mary virginia 
nowak

gerrarda o’Beirne

Daniel n. and Debbie W. o’Brien

Brendan g. o’connor

Douglas m. and Jeanne o’connor

Tim l. o’connor

Todd r. and gayle l. okazaki

mitzuharu oomura

olga l. ortuzar

clarence l. and carol ann osborne

gary l. and Dana ostenson

harold oswald

robert J. and Teresa K. oswald

stephen r. ottosen

rick K. and sally f. ouhl

Paul ovens

steven l. and carol Paige

Kent g. and Phoebe D. Palcanis

victor a. and Janice m. Palmieri

Donald c. Paradise

russell f. and Paula Paravecchio

ernest e. and Joyce a. Patricelli

Kenneth e. and carolyn Perino

evan l. and Kathryn g. Perry

celon a. Peterson

lorin D. and Karen l. Peterson

erik B. Pihl

gregory J. and monica Z. Plancich

corey l. Plaster

Don h. Pratten

richard B. and anna m. Presland

farrell D. Prete

richard D. and Karen g. Prince

Thomas J. and catherine l. Proteau

gregory l. and mary ellen Psaltis

alberta e. quaidoo and charles c. 
greene

Donna J. quinby

martin a. and Tami m. rabin

“ uw sOD is one of the best in the country and 
we need to keep it that way.”

 sue hOllinswOrTh ‘78

“ my main reason to donate is to support the consistently 
high standards of dentistry our community has been 
blessed with.  The uw school of Dentistry has always 
been a magnet attracting the best students and faculty 
available while generously supporting the continuing 
educational process for our entire family of dentistry 
including dental technology.”

 DaviD nakanishi
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rich s. and Teri radmall

ariel J. and Dana raigrodski

Thomas e. and Doreen J. ramage

robert s. and ruth ann ramsay

charles r. and Jennifer a. 
rapuzzi

James W. and sonja reid

Thomas c. and Patricia a. rhodes

James c. and cheryl n. rice

megan l. richards

David g. richardson

michael a. rivera and vicki miller

murray r. and linda robinovitch

robert B. and linda s. robinson

edwin s. and Joyce rosenberg

David B. and susan e. rosenthal

David n. and Joanne h. rudo

s. frank rupert

stephen D. and emma J. russell

John o. and alice m. ruud

Walter D. and alma l. rye

elizabeth m. saewy

B. michael samek

Jeffrey a. samyn

Jed v. and Kimberly J. santiago

curtis c. and coni sapp

linda J. sapp

camille l. sata

Brian K. and Kimie sato

michael J. and Kyle Denise sauve

Todd and stephanie scheyer

andrew D. and Terra l. schmidt

richard a. and carol a. schrader

les r. and connie seelye

Dana r. shaltry

robert r. shaw

Jeffrey a. short and Barbara l. 
sheller

gary m. shellerud

richard W. and linda shepherd

robert l. and lucy D. sherman

David J. sherrard

leonard a. and Betty l. siebert

Kit a. singh

Dennis i. and mary W. sipher

curtis P. skillestad

rebecca a. Zerngast and edward 
r. skone

Tim sloane

craig D. smith and mira s. 
hwang

curtis f. and ruby J. smith

Dale e. smith

mary K. and steve smith

robert h. and Deborah m. smith

robert T. and liane marie smith

Tuanh P. smith

steven Douglas smutka

Keith D. sonntag

laurie southard

frank m. spear

robert c. sproat

steven m. stanley

John l. starks

John r. and colleen B. starley

W. Kelly and eileen q. sterling

mark J. and sheryl stiefel

Thomas W. strother

Barry chung and Jun sun

marvin e. and midge swainson

randal J. swanlund

richard D. and Joan i. swanson

Thomas P. sweeney

Terrance K. Tajima

amanda Tavoularis and  
Tyler geving

nancy J. Teel and  
scott a. roberts

Zeenat Teja

alvin v. and aurelia Thien

Terrell f. and Paula Tingey

andrew g. and carolyn Tolas

russell J. and elizabeth Tom

mohmoud and ashi Torabinejad

edmond l. and Karen Truelove

rodney c. and linda D. Tuenge

geoffrey T. and nancy Tupper

David g. and christine m. Tweedy

ashley l. Ulmer

richard D. and Joy l. Ulrey

steven J. and mary J. Urback

angelo vangos

Douglas r. and margaret m. 
verhoef

michael e. vermette

richard m. and helen voget

mary e. Wade

steven D. and Janet Waite

glorianne D. Walker

melvin W. Walters

Wade c. and Pamela Watkins

J. r. craig and lynn Webster

hans U. and sharon r. Wehl

roger a. and Judith c. West

vanessa l. West

richard P. and sharon m. Westin

gregory J. and Kelly Wetterhus

steven Widman

Julius c. Willette

Bryan J. and ellen Williams

scott a. and Janice m. Williams

Todd e. Williams

Davis W. Witt

Dorothy e. Wojtkowski

gary r. and christine m. Wolf

susan W. herring and  
norman s. Wolf

chester W. and elizabeth a. 
Woodside

collins W. Woodside and  
marv grossman

leah D. and mark l. Worstman

hansjoerg Wyss

John J. and michelle yae

gordon m. yamaguchi

eugene y. yamaguma

Keith K. yamakawa and  
arlene caballe-yamakawa

seiji yamamoto

ernest m. and B. gail yamane

Washington Dental Service Foundation
Burton H. Goodman Scholarship

Recipients Tiffany Bass (‘07) and Christina Law (‘11)  
Seated: irene Hunter (‘84), WDSF President  
and CEO Laura Smith,Burton Goodman (‘53) and  
Alejandro Narvaez (‘82)
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“ Dentistry — and particularly uw — has been good 
to us. we want to give back, and by supporting 
students preparing for general dentistry, we can be 
a part of the help they will provide to folks during 
their careers. what could be more rewarding!”

 sanDra l. anD ivan g. phillips  

 schOlarship fOr general DenTisTry

38

J. Dennis and nancy a. yavorsky

ralph a. and nan yuodelis

mick h. and roni s. Ziegler

gregory g. Zimmer

michael D. Zybutz and lisa 
goldblatt

$500 to $999
robert P. andelin

morgan l. and Julie a. 
andersen

richard B. angell

clyde l. and irene may archer

chan K. Bae

michael W. and cynthia J. Bailey

rose h. Bailey and gary altman

samuel r. and martha J. Baker

ernest e. Barrett

Bruce l. and susan a. Barrow

michael J. and Kay Bartoletti

Paul h. and Jeanne Barton

Peter James Barwick

Douglas l. and Debbie Beaudry

robert c. and marybeth Beaulieu

richard a. and sharon m. 
Beavers

robert J. and Dorene Bendzak

Paul r. and susan K. Bergman

george James Bourekis

vanessa Bourgeois

heidi c. Brandt and  
stig osterberg

Pardeep and Paula Brar

James D. and lynda e. Breeden

ed l. and Deborah Brinson

laurel T. and alain r. Brion

stephen W. and andrea l. 
Brooks

steven s. Broughton

Bradley P. Brown and Delene l. 
Brandt

James s. and Donna irene 
Brudvik

J. Trevor and alma Joanne Bryant

claudio Bucceri

Perry n. and sharon Burkhart

r. scott and Barbara T. cahoon

James r. and a. cherie calahan

guillermo J. camacho

roger l. and Debbie K. campbell

gerald J. campo and madelon 
Pomeroy

norman r. and susan D. carlson

James P. carroll

David l. and sharon carsten

robert T. and christina m. 
caskey

Kenneth y. chang

ya-Pei h. chang

richard D. and carolyn l. 
christensen

russell J. and claudia J. 
christensen

edward h. and mary a. 
christopherson

David James clark

John f. and lynn f. cockburn

D. Walter cohen

alan ray cooper

ronald J. cowles

Jack a. cox

colin c. and leah r. craig

Benjamin P. and Kristi crusan

gerald m. and Joan K. cruz

ralph B. and Desiree Paula culver

vonne l. cunningham

gunnar Dahlberg

loren c. Davidson and  
nancy sweitzer

loren B. and Jane hon Davis

leland B. and Debra h. Dawson

robert D. and cheryl ann Dean

michael Dempsey

John J. and cheryl Deviny

Diana r. DiDonato

laura m. Domoto

robert l. and susan Doty

robert c. and Jane l. Drumhiller

James B. and marcene f. Dubois

John c. Dumars

samuel f. and mona Dworkin

John Theodore Dykstra

Dean a. and irene Dyson

Thomas y. s. em

Darwin W. and Patricia a. engen

ali a. etemad

John r. and marcia evans

errol c. and Terese B. fife

gregory a. and Kathy fjeran

michael P. and Barbara J. flatley

Doug J. fogle and claudia J. 
stuntbeck

arden W. forrey

larry J. and susan l. forsythe

george T. and Judith l. fraley

William T. futa

Willis P. gabel

shannon D. galassi

John W. and Joanne g. gardner

anthony g. and Dani giardino

angelika goeppel

John c. gould

frederick W. and margaret 
grimm

albert D. and mary m. guckes

William g. and Julie gurrad

galen and maryann haas

Brian r. and ann l. haber

Theodore D. and annette m. 
haines

Paul K. and lyn hamamoto

a. ian and mary B. hamilton

arild r. and ilonna hammer

rose ann m. hannum

James r. and Jean hansel

David e. and Kathleen hansen

leland f. and martha hansen

otto J. hanssen

robert W. and michelle s. 
hardwick

gerald W. and madeline c. 
harrington

michael r. and maralyn B. hauer

Todd D. and c. michelle 
haworth
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“ establishing a scholarship in our son Tony’s name 
was a meaningful way for us to honor his life and 
passion for learning.”

 JOan anD arThur pOnTi

friends help establish the ByrOn s. mizuha  
enDOwmenT fOr graDuaTe periODOnTics in  
honor of Dr. mizuha’s 60th birthday.

Tom y. hayashi

Phil B. and Joan hayes

creed s. and Teresa haymond

heath and myra haynes

andrew J. and Diane r. heck

J. scott and Karen c. henricksen

sally J. hewett and Bryan a. 
saario

anthony l. and lisa r. hewlett

layne D. hinckley

leland J. and Beverly hoepfinger

Brent r. and Kimberly hoggan

robert K. holder

John B. and Bette W. holmes

James c. and sally J. hoppe

greg J. huang

Jeffrey D. and constance huling

William P. hungate

george r. and helen m. hussey

ross D. Jacobson

Jay l. and rosanne James

e. robert and Doris a. Janisch

Kirk l. and Judy Jenkins

christian e. and helen e. 
Johnson

Dennis T. and Jayme l. Johnson

richard c. and o. gabriella 
Johnson

lynn a. Jones

Perry J. Jones

richard T. and Teresa h. Jones

Warren v. Judd

robert W. and Jacqueline a. Juhl

Thomas and silvana m. Junge

edward l. and elaine f. Kardong

roy marlin and Theresa ann Kay

robert r. and altha c. Kelley

gary g. and lee a. Kelly

James r. and sandy Kemper

yves-alain and sue Kim vetter

William e. and susan e. 
Kirschner

heda Koh

Dean a. Kolbinson

yataro Komiyama

Donald a. and lorna Koontz

suttichai Krisanaprakornkit

John m. and robyn K. Kurahara

John J. and margaret B. 
Kussmaul

richard W. and lois B. lamb

gary D. lange

steven J. and roberta a. larsen

robert K. and nancy a. laws

steven r. and gay a. lee

Wayne T. lemley

John T. and elizabeth a. little

David grant logan

mary Jane loomis

Dean f. luddington

John r. and Beth r. ludington

roger c. lunt

James m. and anne luzzi

David c. and Karla mace

robert Perracchia and eva 
maestre

James a. and colleen f. 
magelsen

mitchell l. marder and  
carla K. Bradshaw

richard l. and Jane l. mariani

r. Bruce and Karin c. mcauley

geri mccray and arnold isaac

robert William mcculloch

russell f. mcKinley and anne 
herndon

virginia l. and craige a. 
mcmillan

r. glenn and annette h. 
mcminn

Kenneth e. and arleen B. 
mcvey

James r. mebust

michael P. and anne m. meiers

marie P. menard

roger a. and sheila m. meyer

edward f. and monte P. miller

martin J. and hermien miller

Douglas s. and Tamara m. 
milner

Peter e. and Jo h. moore

robert g. and marikay morris

Jay a. and Janet lee morrow

Philip J. mosen

James m. and carla a. mulkey

Patrick J. and alissa J. mullally

Kathleen mulligan

Bill J. mulliken

Dallas e. and Joan murdoch

robert r. and Deanna D. 
murray

george f. and ellen B. naden

akiko narusawa

eugene and marylee natkin

richard D. and margie newell

James e. and Barbara newman

linh D. nguyen

Peter f. and clarie c. nichols

michael alan nieder
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There are so many people to thank for their generous support. Please visit our website at 
www.dental.washington.edu for a complete list of Campaign Donors.

Dr. roland and Donna hublou create charitable 
remainder trust to establish endowed fund in  
honor of Dr. kenneth morrison.

norman h. and anita m. 
nishikawa

Pamela nomura

harold a. and Penny f. nordeng

Kay nuckles

chris m. o’connor

lynnetta J. odell

f. robert and gail m. o’Donnell

Jeffrey T. okino

randall c. olson and michelle 
hunter

robert a. and Judy c. osborne

Dennis J. and maxine Park

harold a. and ann h Pebbles

Wayne n. and lori J. Pedersen

elana m. Peikoff

gregg and shannon l. Perrigoue

lester r. and Barbara c. 
Peterson

Dean h. and linda l. Pierce

Theodore a. Pilot

David K. and norma K. Priebe

Kenneth c. and angela T. 
Prince

James m. and maryse T. 
Pritchett

Douglas ramsay and michelle 
D. Brot

Keith e. and Toula c. redd

Thomas W. and mary m. 
redfern

David n. and Kathy remington

lon W. and sherrie B. riggs

Katherine K. riley

susan K. rivera

Kim g. and sheryl a. roberts

Thomas g. roberts

Paul and marjorie h. robertson

rod D. and marilyn B. robinson

Jeffrey W. and Karen e. rodden

Delbert e. rohn

howard m. and ruth s. 
rosenberg

matthew B. rowan

Darrell l. and Dona ruef

melvin f. and Judith l. rugg

stephen D. russell

steven J. sadowsky

Thomas s. and sara safley

Brian and Judith sauer

Bill r. scharwatt

Julie a. and michael m. scheel

Thomas r. and Julie seidelmann

Peter g. sendroy

David c. senft

David Brian shadid

gary r. shaw

leland W. shenfield

Patricia ann shigihara

Tarja Kaakko and  
amitabh h. shrivastava

Thomas n. skarshaug

Ward m. and liz m. smalley

gerald e. smith

Paul Kari and Joyce K. smits

Janice a. snyder

Kim morris snyder

richard and Deborah sodergren

Donald J. and sharlene soltero

arthur f. and B. Janice stamey

Dirk steen

mitchell a. and gail laura stern

robert i. and shawnna m. 
stockton

charles D. and Winifred m. 
stokke

gerald s. and cherie 
summerhays

richard J. and mary K. 
sundberg

gregory W. and raelene 
sutherland

James William symonds

Wayne m. and elaine Tamashiro

Wayne K. and cynthia s. Tanaka

claire Tangvald

elizabeth l. Taylor

vaughn W. and caryn J. 
Teuscher

Daniel J. Thacker

norman J. Thiersch and Patti c. 

Kashiwa

ekapoj Thongin

alan D. and constance c. Tice

Bruce y. Todoki

monty D. and cynthia Tolman

huong T. Tran

melvyn Trenor and Deborah 
nedelman

richard B. and linda elisabeth 
Troyer

eugene a. Tynes

minoru Ueda

Takaaki and noriko Ueno

allan l. van ness

Tiina oviir and Don vendetti

James T. and vicky i. vento

gerald W. and marcia vorlicky

louis c. Wagner

lenore a. Wailes

rusty Walker

marc c. Wallace

steven e. Buller and ann l. 
Walsh

michael g. and linda a. Wandell

James D. and Betsy Weaver

fred c. and cristel K. Wemer

lynn l. and luanne Whimpey

r. Dean White

Kirk c. and marlys l. Williams

cheryl lynn and morris a. 
Winter

cheryl l. and morris a. Winter

s. James Wise

Jay f. and Pam P. Worden

saiji yoshi

David l. Zweifel
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“ a large part of my personal financial and professional success was a direct 

result of the specialty training i received, and i wanted to share that success 

with the University of Washington school of Dentistry.” 

  —Dr. David Wands

Dr. David Wands includes the School of Dentistry in his will, providing a $300,000 

bequest to build the David H. Wands Fellowship in Graduate Prosthodontics.

Joseph and Judith atkins

ernest e. Barrett

William and mari-ann Cleaver

richard and debra Crinzi

david and Janet downey

floyd e. hamstrom

Clair hanks

George and evelyn hodgson

Charles and marion hodson

Susan hollinsworth

roland and donna hublou

doris o. Jensen

Johnny n. and  patricia t. 
Johnson

William f. and dorothy d. 
Kipple

marion Lovick

James and Janice mcGraw

Bequests and Planned Gifts

iNDiViDUALS WHO HAVE MADE BEqUESTS AND PLANNED GiFTS TO THE SCHOOL

dan and mical middaugh

dale and ann miller

david L. and Judith Clark turpin

david h. Wands

Wilbur ricketts and  
Shirley ricketts Wright
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PASS RATE ON THE 

The 58th investiture of hoods and recognition commencement ceremony for the University of Washington school of Dentistry 

occurred in the meany hall auditorium on saturday, June 7, 2008. fifty-two graduates participated in the ceremony and 

were awarded their Doctor of Dental surgery degree on that day. Dean martha somerman addressed the graduates and their 

families, and recognized the class of 1958 who were on hand to celebrate their 50th class reunion. class President Derick 

hahn also addressed the crowd. Dr. Brian Toolson was chosen by the class to be the featured speaker at graduation. With much 

humor and grace, he delivered a touching tribute to the class that even involved a song. Upon receiving a hood, each student 

walked across the stage to shake hands with Dean somerman. This portion of the ceremony was personalized by each graduate 

who shared several personal photos which were displayed on a screen to the rear. a reception was held for the graduates, 

friends and family in the lobby immediately following the ceremony.

Class of 2008

sang Bae
Kent Beesley
rosana Bishai
frank cavaness
martin coonen
elyse cronin
heather cunnington
Bo Davidson
logan Ditto
michael fife
Devin fisher
Jay fogle
Whitney frank

 
 

Dustin gatten
Kent george
nolan gerlach
Brent gill
Kyle gill
Kyle hackney
Derick hahn
leroy hankins
elizabeth headley
rachel hendrickson
Jeremy horst
Devin link
Tori matthys
 
 
 

matthew miller
Brandon Priebe
elizabeth robinson
Brienne roloff
anne sarsfield
matthew schafer
scott shaw
shane sidhu
Kirk skidmore
mark snow
Philip spory
robert stoner
Karlyn Taylor
 
 
 

ryan Todorovich
Dorothy Tran
Trevor Tsuchikawa
Diane Tung
gene Um
lance vander giessen
laura vanDyk
chad Wade
scott Waletzko
ryan Walker
ryan Wieseler
lindsey Worthington
garret yamaguchi
John young

wREB CLINICAL ExAM
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Drs. Ryan Walker, Ryan Wieseler, Lindsey Worthington, Garret Yamaguchi, and John Young

Dr. Derick Hahn, 2008 Class President Class of 1958 Celebrates 50th Anniversary

Drs. Dorothy Tran, Trevor Tsuchikawa, and Diane Tung Dr. Brian Toolson, graduation speaker
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are you interested in knowing how your colleagues treat hypersensitive 

teeth?  how to best handle cracked teeth?  Why not become a friend 

of nW PreceDenT and help answer these questions? nW PreceDenT 

is a dental practice-based research network centered in the Pacific 

northwest, including the states of idaho, montana, oregon, Utah 

and Washington. it is an organization of dental practitioners who 

conduct clinical studies in their own practices, based predominantly on 

ideas of interest to and generated by practicing dentists. funding to 

support the infrastructure for this network is provided by grants from 

the national institute for Dental and craniofacial research (niDcr) to 

the schools of Dentistry at the University of Washington and oregon 

health & science University (ohsU). 

The UW team is led by Principal investigator Timothy Derouen, PhD, 

executive associate Dean for research and academic affairs for the 

school of Dentistry and Professor of Biostatistics for Public health and 

Dental Public health services. co-investigator is Joel Berg, DDs, ms, 

Professor and lloyd and Kay chapman chair for oral health of the 

Department of Pediatric Dentistry.  

The goal of the network is to conduct important and timely studies 

within the normal confines of a busy dental practice, thus enhancing 

the relevancy of the outcomes to the general practitioner. The 

network is currently expanding to provide limited opportunities for 

dentists in other western states to participate in this exciting activity.

Participation as a “friend” of nW PreceDenT involves voluntarily 

responding to brief online surveys regarding issues related to dental 

practice and patient care, as well as taking part in retrospective 

studies of patient treatment outcomes and patient and practitioner 

behavior. friends will receive newsletters, study result summaries, 

and other important network information to stay abreast of current 

activities. in the future, there may be opportunities for friends to 

become full members in the network and to conduct prospective 

studies in their own practices.

Practitioners almost unanimously indicate the reason they join 

PreceDenT is because they want to “contribute to dental clinical 

knowledge” and “give back to the profession.” it is exciting to be 

able to extend these opportunities to other interested and motivated 

dentists in nearby states.

to find out more about becoming a friend of nW preCeDent, 

visit the website at www.nwprecedent.net and follow the 

link to “friends of preCeDent.”

Become a Friend of Nw PRECEDENT

April 25, 2009 Saturday Evening

save The DaTe

McCaw Hall  6:00 – 10:30 pm

Special Entertainment, Dancing

25th Silver Anniversary

UW School of Dentistry Dean’s club Dinner
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Class Notes
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ClASS of 1954
ralph g. Stenberg, edmonds, Wa. Spent better part of february, 2008 with 
volunteer group on mission trip to philippine islands. hundreds of extractions!

ClASS of 1964
Dr. fred Quarnstrom, Seattle, Wa. i am now semi retired. i work as an 
associate two days a week for dr. Sun hee Bang-pastore, class of 1997. dr. Bang 
purchased my practice three years ago. if i completely quit, my whole social life 
would be Costco and ikea. i continue to do insurance reviews for a number of 
Union dental Welfare trusts. two of my patients and i published a book, open 
Wider: your Wallet not your mouth. it is a consumers guide to dentistry this 
year; and is available from amazon.com . i continue to teach Ce courses on fear 
and pain control for the UW, ohSU and UBC dental Ce departments. mariana 
and i celebrate our 40th anniversary this year and are having fun spoiling our 
two granddaughters who are 3 and 4.

ClASS of 1968
Dr. fleet C. ratliff, olympia, Wa. recently returned from mcmurdo Station in 
antarctica for the last time. he spent the last two summers (our winters) as “the 
only dentist in antarctica” for the United States antarctic program. temperatures 
seldom got above freezing at mcmurdo and on each of four trips to the South 
pole the “wind chill” got down to negative eighty degrees fahrenheit. it takes 
21 hours in the air and at least one day in Christchurch, new Zealand to get 
to mcmurdo where an air force C-17 from mcChord afB in tacoma lands on a 
runway carved out of the ice. the trip to the South pole is in a 4 engine LC-130 
on SKiS! it is 800 miles and takes about 3 hours. yes, he saw wild penguins and 
no he didn’t become at expert on “climate change.” CBS did a segment for the 
“evening news” on dr. ratliff which can be found by typing “CBS fleet ratliff” 
into Google. it was a great ride, but it’s time for someone else to have all the fun.

News

ClASS of 1972
Dr. rick Crinzi, redmond, Wa. We recently returned from a “memorable” 21 
day safari to Za. traveled to 15 camps in 3 weeks and debbie described it as 
a “CoLd man’s camping trip.” We had fUn and it will always be a “bonding 
family experience.” Saw lots of neat flora/fauna “up close and personal.”  
Good wishes, rick

25th Silver Anniversary

UW School of Dentistry Dean’s club Dinner
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ClASS of 1973
The Class of 1973 celebrated its 35th reunion on Saturday, July 12 at 
the Bell harbor Conference Center on the Seattle waterfront. it was a beautiful 
warm evening and the view of mt. rainier was spectacular. thirty classmates and 
nineteen spouses enjoyed an hour of cocktails and reminiscing followed by an 
enjoyable buffet dinner. the dinner was capped off by a three plus hour power 
point program that featured 45 of our classmates and 257 slides. everyone 
present gave a short, a few not so short, talk about the pictures they sent. i was 
very proud of the accomplishments our class has achieved. all who attended the 
reunion and all who sent pictures were given a copy of the power point and a 
copy of the 2003 reunion that also included pictures of the nineteen classmates 
who got together at the northlake tavern the night before to enjoy one more 
pizza. if anyone else wishes a copy of the power point presentation, contact fred 
Wemer at 206-522-5076 or email at cwfw123@aol.com .

ClASS of 1974
Sherwin Shinn, north Bend, Wa. anyone who would like to do some 
volunteer humanitarian dentistry in Uganda, please contact me. i have 
established several work sites in areas that have little or no access to dental 
care. if any of you have dreamed of being on Safari, surrounded by amazing 
wildlife and friendly native people, in breathtaking scenery… i can show you 
how to accomplish that while giving back something from our professional 
expertise. Since 2004, i have lived and worked in Uganda for almost one year.  
i know where to go, what to see and how to do it at the best possible price. 
Call me at 425-638-9667.

ClASS of 1977
Dr. Charles W. Henderson, Longview, Wa. i have been practicing with 
permanente dental associates in Longview for almost ten years. this past 
summer (’07) i was awarded the fellowship in the academy of General 
dentistry. it has been a difficult year, as our house burned down in may.

News continued

ClASS of 1973’S 35TH rEUnion
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ClASS of 1978
Michael A. rivera, Whistler, BC. another year closer to the 2010 Winter 
olympics and things are getting exciting here in Whistler. Living in a ski resort 
is fun to say the least. We’ve never had so many visitors! i hope to be an 
“olympic dentist” and be able to go into the venue with the athletes and 
help with any dental problems during the Games. over 70 days of skiing last 
season, hope to get as many days in this season. Look me up if in Whistler. 
Whistler2804@telus.net 

ClASS of 1979
Marianne r. Day, Las Cruces, nm. i received a fellowship in implantology 
from the international College of oral implantology in february, 2008. my kids 
are doing great. erin, 16 wants to be a diplomat. Son Bryce, 14 is slowly coming 
around to the idea of medicine or dentistry as a career. husband, Grant works 
for the pueblo Sandia as a project manager. all is well. 

H. Kirby Skavdahl, Kennewick, Wa. my wife and i recently moved to a condo 
as our three children have “flown the coop.” twenty six years of private practice 
in perio has also “flown by.” ten more to go! enjoying new dental technology 
(read implants) and all the problems they potentially solve. also enjoying our 
two year old grandson.

ClASS of 1982
Tracy l. Adams, Bainbridge island, Wa. my daughters are off in college. 
madison is a freshman at Whitman College and mackenzie is a freshman in 
Veterinary School at Colorado State University.

ClASS of 1983
The Class of 1983 had its 25th reunion this year during the pacific nW 
dental Conference at Von’s in downtown Seattle. We had about one third of our 
class in attendance. “molar” martinis (created by Bob Johnson) were flowing 
in abundance. it was fun to reminisce about the d1 days and years gone by. 
many have reached the “grandparent” phase of their lives while some are still 
getting kids through school. a special toast was made for our classmates who 
are no longer with us. Bob Browning, rich meyers, Kent Samsel, Steve talbot, 
and david Wilson. david Gutzman and his wife Sue from draper, Utah came the 
farthest to the reunion beating out Carol mcCutcheon and her husband Luis 
from Campbell, California by 14 miles. a special thank you to rhys Spoor, heidi 
horwitz, Bob Johnson and his wife Linda for their help in organizing the event. 
We are already talking about our 30 year reunion and it was suggested to have 
a golf tournament before hand. ---tony mcLaughlin

47

ClASS of 1983’S 25TH rEUnion
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Class Notes
ClASS of 1995
Howard r. Daines, Brigham City, Ut. my partner and i are excited to be 
starting a continuing education hosting service. most of our events will be held 
in the beautiful Wasatch mountains in Utah, in a town called eden. Check us 
out at educationeden.com . We would love to have any alumni join us for a long 
weekend of learning and recreation. i would especially love to see any of our 
Class of ’95.

ClASS of 2002
lissa and Josh Johnson, Spokane, Wa. Bryce Kenneth Johnson was born on 
february 14, 2008. Lissa and Josh are the proud parents. Bryce weighed 7 lbs. 
10 oz. and was 21 inches long. the photo was taken when Bryce was 5 months 
old. Congratulations to Lissa and Josh!

ClASS of 2003
The Class of 2003 celebrated their 5th reunion. everyone had a good 
time on friday evening, July 11th at the new hotel 1000 in downtown Seattle for 
our fifth reunion. the reunion was held on the last day of the pndC conference. 
there were 29 classmates who were able to attend, and many brought spouses/
significant others. We had attendees from Washington, oregon, idaho, Colorado, 
arizona, Utah, and hawaii. We missed those who were not able to join us, and 
we hope to see everyone for our 10th reunion in five years. a big thank you to 
all who helped with the reunion. the reunion would not have been possible if 
it weren’t for the efforts of the planning committee. thank you to Caroline for 
being the committee chair, and megan, Lindsay, Lina, and mike for their parts 
in securing donations, scouting venues, making invitations, providing music, 
selecting the food, etc. a good time was had by all. Brian, our ever reliable artist 
and photo album maker, and Jenny took the photos at the reunion. thanks again 
for all of you who helped make this such a successful event. We look forward to 
the next opportunity when we can all get together again.  –ron hsu

News continued

ClASS of 2007
James giesen, ft. Campbell, Ky. 
hello from ft. Campbell. i’m finishing 
up a rewarding year here at the aeGd 
program in ft. Campbell, Kentucky. 
my mentors here say that i am one of 
the more talented students here and 
i have to owe that to my education 
at the UW. though there is much 
more to being an army dentist than 
just practicing dentistry, it has been a 
good experience where i have made 
many friends and connections. i hope 
everyone is well back at the UW; i 
miss Seattle a lot! Jim

Please send class notes (including marriages, births, professional news, awards, travel), address changes, 

death notices and correspondence (300 word maximum) to Dental Alumni, Box 357137, Seattle, WA  98195-7137.   

You may also send it by email to:  dentalum@u.washington.edu 
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In Memoriam

Dr. Wilbur lowell reed, Class of 1950
dr. W. Lowell reed passed away on april 11, 2008 in arlington, Wa at the age 
of 88. he was born in ellensburg, Wa on december 1, 1919, raised in Seattle, 
graduated from roosevelt high School and served as a flight instructor during 
World War ii. after the war, he graduated from the UW School of dentistry in 
1950 and had a practice in Lake City until 1992. he married emma maurine 
heichel in 1947. he had a strong work ethic and sense of responsibility. he 
loved to fish, grow roses, feast on good food, enjoy good conversation, and 
work with his hands. But more importantly, he loved Christ and he cared for 
people. Lowell is survived by his wife of 60 years, emma, as well as six children: 
Jessica Camp, nelson reed, Susan eskelin, John reed, Ben reed and Winifred 
Unterschute, 16 grandchildren, and 5 great-grandchildren.

Dr. Stanley Walfred rydbom, Class of 1951
dr. Stanley W. rydbom passed away on march 19, 2008. he was born in Usk, 
Wa on december 23, 1918. he graduated from Cusick high School in 1935 
and graduated from eastern Washington in 1941 where he was a member 
of the swim team. he went into the US army in 1941. Stan met a pretty 
young nurse in the army hospital who later became his loving wife alma. Lt. 
rydbom served at the Chemical Warfare arsenal in pine Bluff, arkansas and in 
1943-1945 served in england and europe during WWii where he was awarded 
the Bronze Star for his role in the normandy invasion of June 6, 1944. Stan 
and alma moved to Seattle, Wa where Stan graduated from the UW dental 
School in 1951. he practiced dentistry in Lake City until he retired in 1980. Stan 
entertained his family and friends with his wry wit and unique sense of humor. 
throughout his life, Stan was an avid outdoorsman. he loved to hunt deer, 
elk, and birds. he loved to pick huckleberries with alma in the late summer. 
he loved to catch salmon on hood Canal and trout in american Lake. Stan 
is survived by alma, his loving wife of 62 years; his remaining children noel 
(Sandy) rydbom, nancy (alvin) rothbauer, and rick rydbom; 5 grand-children 
and 2 great-grandchildren. Stan was preceded in death by his oldest son, Karl 
Stanley rydbom in 2002.

Dr. Thomas H. Simpson, Class of 1956
dr. thomas h. Simpson passed away on may 22, 2008 after a courageous battle 
with cancer. he was born on february 8, 1930 in Seattle to fred and Claire 
Simpson. he graduated from Queen anne high School in 1947, received his 
BS in pharmacy at the UW in 1951 and graduated from the UW dental School 
in 1956 (ranked 2nd in his class). he was a diplomate of the american Board 
of endodontics and an instructor at the UW from 1964 to present, retiring 
as professor emeritus. he was a featured speaker and lectured frequently 
nationally. he conceived and developed the pascal fluoride tray and pascal 
hemostatic pellets. he was a fellow of the american College of dentists, 
president of the nW academy of endodontics, and belonged to omicron Kappa 
Upsilon, rho Chi and psi omega. he was a Captain in the US air force from 
1956-58. tom was an avid skier with over 2 million vertical feet of helicopter 
skiing. he raced for the UW Ski Club and was a founder of Crystal mountain Ski 
resort. he was an accomplished instrument rated float and land pilot. he loved 

the outdoors and brought enthusiasm and passion to everything he did. his 
family and friends have many wonderful memories of boating, hiking, biking, 
scuba diving and so much more. anyone who spent time with tom knows the 
true meaning of adventure. he is survived by his beloved wife peggy of 37 years; 
his son tom; his son Steve(dora); his son Jim; his daughter Katy (paul); and nine 
grandchildren.

Dr. gordon E. Hungar, Class of 1957
dr. Gordon hungar passed away on april 29, 2008. he was born on September 
12, 1926 in everett, Wa and graduated from Lake Stevens high School in 1944, 
Whitman College, the UW in 1948 and the UW School of dentistry in 1957. he 
met his wife of 54 years, Julie, when he was a teacher and coach at mt. Vernon 
high School. they have lived in Lake forest park for the past 35 years. he 
lettered at the UW in football from 1946-49. he scored the winning touchdown 
in the last 30 seconds of the first apple Cup after World War ii he was president 
of Beta theta pi, and vice president of the UW Class of 1948. he practiced 
general dentistry first in Seattle and then mountlake terrace, retiring in 1999 
after 50 years. he was an adjunct faculty member at the UW School of dentistry 
and was past president of the Snohomish County dental Society and the 
Washington State academy of General dentistry. for the past decade, Gordon 
provided charity dentistry with nW medical teams. he served in the US navy 
during World War ii and as an active reserve officer from 1949 to 1957. he is 
survived by his wife Julie; by his children ann (Brian) of Bothell; Susan (Cary) of 
Sydney, australia; tom (Jaye) of Washington, dC; and paula (pat) of ellensburg, 
Wa. a favorite pastime was bragging about his nine grandchildren.

Dr. Arthur James Snyder, Class of 1961
dr. arthur J. Snyder passed away on february 20, 2008 at the age of 72. art was 
born in Seattle on december 2, 1935 and graduated from Queen anne high 
School and the UW School of dentistry in 1961. Upon graduation he served as 
a US army dental officer for two years in arkansas. in 1958 he married his high 
school sweetheart, Janice totten. art and Jan settled on mercer island. art was 
a general dentist in private practice at Virginia mason medical Center in Seattle. 
he retired in 1999 after 36 years of dedicated service to his patients. he was a 
life member of the Seattle-King County dental Society, Washington State dental 
association, and the american dental association. art loved spending time with 
his family, especially his wife and best friend, Jan. he had a passion for the 
outdoors and enjoyed creating memories at their beach house on henry island. 
art was an avid golfer and a charter member of Sahalee Country Club. he spent 
countless hours sharing the game he loved with family and friends. he also 
enjoyed daily walks with his dog, skiing, hiking, boating and traveling the world. 
he is survived by his loving wife Janice of almost 50 years; daughter Karen 
mittenthal (John) of Sammamish; son art Snyder, Jr (Becky) of Sammamish; 
daughter Lynn Lehman (mike) of newport, ri; brother Gary Snyder (tonette) 
of mercer island; grandchildren Will and Lauren mittenthal, and Savannah and 
hunter Snyder; and many caring friends.
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vincent g. Kokich, DDs, msD

David P. mathews, DDs, Ps

frank m. spear, DDs, msD

friday, June 12, 2009  8:30AM – 4:30PM

BENAROYA HALL

farewell lecture
save The DaTe!

conTroversies in inTerDisciPlinary DenTisTry:
iS YOUR TEAM MAKiNG THE CORRECT DECiSiONS?

Registration information will be available in December.

BENEFiTiNG THE UW SCHOOL OF DENTiSTRY

Last public appearance of this lecture team

school of dentistry
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* ALL COURSES ARE HELD IN SEATTLE UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED.

UniversiTy of WashingTon school of DenTisTry

  

register now! 
 RegistRation infoRmation: (206) 543-5448 OR TOLL FREE AT (866) 791-1278
 RegisteR online oR foR moRe detailed couRse infoRmation: 

 www.uwcde.com

THE UNIVERSITy OF WASHINGTON IS AN ADA CERP RECOGNIZED PROVIDER

octoBeR 10, 2008  
DrUgS, BUgS AnD DEnTAl ProDUCTS – PEDiATriC WinE WEEKEnD  
Peter L. Jacobsen, PhD, DDS

octoBeR 14, 15 and 21, 2008  
ConTEMPorArY TECHniQUES for SUCCESSfUl EnDoDonTiCS  
WHAT WorKS for YoU? PArT 1    
James D. Johnson, DDS, MSD; David L. Pitts, DDS, MSD;  
Natasha Flake, DDS, PhD; Carlos Heilborn, DDS; Nestor Cohenca, DDS

octoBeR 24, 2008  
CAnCEr UPDATE   
Ed Truelove, DDS, MSD and UW SOD Oral Medicine Faculty 

octoBeR 24, 2008  
UniVErSiTY of WASHingTon orTHoDonTiC Mini rESiDEnCY 
Faculty of the UW School of Dentistry’s Department of Orthodontics

octoBeR 31 and novemBeR 1, 2008  
A MEDiCinE PriMEr for YoUr DEnTAl PrACTiCE – PArT 1 

novemBeR 1, 2008  
CArDioVASCUlAr, PUlMonArY, AnD HEMAToPoiETiC  
Bart Johnson, DDS, MS 

novemBeR 7, 8  and 9, 2008   
THE ArT AnD SCiEnCE of AnXiolYSiS AnD SEDATion in 2008 –    
NITROUS OXIDE AND ORAL SEDATION    
JFred Quarnstrom, DDS, FAGD, FICD, FADSA;  
David Donaldson, BDS, FDSRCS, MDS, FADSA, FADC;  
Mark Donaldson, BSc (Pharm), RPh, PharmD 

novemBeR 14, 2008  
ErgonoMiCS AnD PErSonAl HEAlTH ConCErnS Along WiTH AnnUAl 
oSHA TrAining 2008 – WorKing SMArT, SAVing TiME AnD liVES   
Nancy Andrews, RDH, BS    
novemBeR 21, 2008  
froM gUMS To gUTS: PErioDonTAl MEDiCinE AnD nEW DEVEloPMEnT  
Mark Ryder, DMD

decemBeR 1, 2007  
ADVAnCED DigiTAl DEnTAl PHoTogrAPHY  
James Clark, Photographer 

decemBeR 5, 2008   
A nEW STAnDArD for CAriES MAnAgEMEnT:  
A TEAM APProACH USing CHEMiCAl  
TrEATMEnTS AnD MiniMAllY inVASiVE DEnTiSTrY  
Douglas young, DDS, MBA, MS 

decemBeR 6, 2008  
DigiTAl DEnTAl rADiologY WiTH SPECiAl foCUS on ConE-BEAM 
CoMPUTED ToMogrAPHY (CBCT)  
Curtis SK Chen, DDS, MSD, PhD 

fall / WinTer 2008-09

decemBeR 7, 2007  
DEnTAl HYgiEnE UPDATE  
Bart Johnson, DDS, MS; Edmond Truelove, DDS, MSD;  
Diane Daubert, RDH; and Frank Roberts, DDS, PhD 
decemBeR 12, 2008  
iS A DiET gooD for TEETH, gooD for HEAlTH? – A rEViEW of THE EViDEnCE  
Philippe Hujoel, DDS, MS, MSD, PhD

decemBeR 13, 2008   
CroWn lEngTHEning WorKSHoP     
Timothy Hempton, DDS

JanuaRY 23, 2009  
iT TAKES A TEAM for DEnTAl PrACTiCE SUCCESS  
Wendy Shultz Spektor, DDS

JanuaRY 30, 2009   
inCrEASE CollECTionS, ProDUCTion AnD ACCEPTAnCE    
Del Webb, DDS

JanuaRY 31, 2009  
DigiTAl DEnTAl PHoTogrAPHY – lECTUrE or lECTUrE AnD lAB  
James R. Clark, Photographer

feBRuaRY 3 and 4, 2009 
ConTEMPorArY TECHniQUES for SUCCESSfUl EnDoDonTiCS—WHAT WorKS 
for YoU? PArT 2 
James D. Johnson, DDS, MSD; David L. Pitts, DDS, MSD; Natasha Flake, DDS, 
PhD; Carlos Heilborn, DDS; Nestor Cohenca, DDS

feBRuaRY 6, 2009 
PoTPoUrri of PEDiATriC DEnTiSTrY –  
lAW lEWiS lECTUrE on PEDiATriC DEnTiSTrY  
Joel Berg, DDS, MS; Simon Lin, DDS, MS; AnaLucia Seminario, DDS, PhD; and  
Joseph Kelly, DDS, MS, MPH

feBRuaRY 20 and 21, 2009 
A MEDiCinE PriMEr for YoUr DEnTAl PrACTiCE – PArT 2: HEPATiC, rEnAl, 
EnDoCrinE AnD gASTroEnTErologY  
Bart Johnson, DDS, MS

feBRuaRY 27, 2009 
iMPlEMEnTing TADS inTo YoUr DAilY PrACTiCE –  
lECTUrE or lECTUrE AnD lAB 
Sebastian Baumgaertel, DMD, MSD

feBRuaRY 28, 2009 
DigiTAl DEnTAl PHoTogrAPHY - lECTUrE or lECTUrE AnD lAB 
James R. Clark, Photographer
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n O v e m B e r
Friday, November 7, 2008
UW School of Dentistry/WSDA/Dental Alumni
Mentor reception
6:00 pm – 8:30 pm
Botanic Gardens Conference Center 

Monday, November 17, 2008
Dental Alumni full Board Meeting 
6:30 pm – 9:00 pm
Washington athletic Club

 f e B r ua r y
Wednesday, February 11, 2009
Beginning A Practice/PoPs Program
6:00 pm – 8:30 pm
Botanic Gardens Conference Center

m a r c h
Friday, March 27, 2009
Ernest Jones Memorial lecture
Speaker:  Dr. John Kois
8:30 am – 4:30 pm 
meany hall

 

a p r i l
Friday, April 25, 2009
25th Annual Dean’s Club Dinner
6:00 pm – 9:30 pm 
mcCaw hall, Seattle Center

J u n e
Friday, June 12, 2009
farewell lecture 
Benefiting the UW School of Dentistry
Last public appearance of this lecture team
Speakers: Drs. Vincent Kokich,  
David Mathews, and Frank Spear
8:30 am – 4:30 pm
Benaroya hall
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